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Youth Entrepreneurial Development
Key to Economic Growth

S

kill development and capacity building of the young people is
key for the success of youth entrepreneurial development as well
as it is the sole way forward for the poverty and unemployment
elimination from society. Although Pakistan Tehreek e Insaf
(PTI) led government is paying special attention towards both
the areas with key objectives of higher economic growth and financial
progress through expansion of entrepreneurial activities in economic and
industrial sectors with enhanced involvement and engagement of youth.
Continuation of current moment of progress on these sectors will definitely
result in increasing the tune of exports tantamount to bridging the trade
and current account deficits.
Moreover, China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is fluxing job
opportunities in bulk quantum in almost all the development and social
sectors. Therefore, to meet the ever increasing requirements of CPEC's fully
skilled developed labor and technical force, the government is required
to focus on the skill development and capacity building of youth. In this
regard, specially designed career summits, conferences, refresher courses as
well as workshops and seminars can play due role in motivating the youth
to get ready to grab the upcoming job opportunities. Center of Pakistan and
International Relations (COPAIR) through its subsidiary publications the
'Melange International Magazine', 'Melange TV' and daily 'The Asian Telegraph' has been playing due role in bringing the emerging socio economic
scenario in notice of concerned quarters. In this connection, COPAIR has
taken lead by launching Startup Pakistan initiative. This initiative is purely
designed to motivate youth become more and more innovative by creating
inspiring ideas and concept to materialize their dreams.
Moreover, COPAIR also creates awareness among the youth entrepreneurs about learning business model design through visual thinking,
creating value, reaching target customer, devising market strategies, revenue
generation, avoiding traditional fundraising as well as connecting with
like-minded entrepreneurs from your community through conferences,
seminars and other related activities. These activities produce revenue
and avoid the need for traditional fundraising, connect with like-minded
entrepreneurs from your community. Worthy Readers! October Edition
of Melange International Magazine is in your hands to quench your reading appetite. This edition carries special reports, analyses, synopses as
well as articles about the current important national and international
developments. Moreover, there is a lot for the economics and business
related people in this magazine as it carries out special reports about major
business and economic international and domestic developments and
emerging trends.
Printed at Roohani Art Press, Muhammadi Town, Sohan, Express Way, Islamabad
Published by Amna Malik, 58,Shahra -e- Suharwardy, G-6/4, Islamabad
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PTI Resolves
Unleashing Youth
Entrepreneurial
Potential

I

Amna Malik

t is axiomatic to posit that there is a
linkage between youth and national
integration. This connection is not
only symbiotically connected; but,
one depends on the other for its sustenance.
Therefore, the role of youth in national development cannot be over emphasised. The
wheel of development of any country lies on
the shoulder of how productive and creative
the youthful populations are. The youth in
any society are the engine of growth and development; because, they provide the labour
force for production of goods and service to
take effect. The vision of our country lies in
the hands of our youth. They are filled with
tremendous and towering ambitions.
The enigma of unemployment…
Unemployment is an active person without
a job. Unemployment rate is usually used
to measure the health and wealth of the
economy of a nation. The most frequently
cited measure of checking unemployment is
the unemployment rate. This is the number
of persons in the labour market, divided by
the number of persons in the labour force.
This gives the number of persons without
job. Indeed, unemployment is an ugly phenomenon that plagues economies around
the world. The society and citizenry suffer
adversely while poverty increases by virtue
of it.
When a nation has high unemployment
rate, it creates room for societal ills and or
vices. No economy can thrive with high level
of unemployment. The consequences of
unemployment are grave and as such need
to be checked.
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As the global economy recovers but with
a growing labour force, global unemployment in 2018 is projected to remain at a
similar level to last year’s, says a new report
by the International Labour Organization
(ILO). According to the World Employment
and Social Outlook Trends 2018 report, the
global unemployment rate has been stabilizing after a rise in 2016. It is expected to
have reached 5.6 per cent in 2017, with the
total number of unemployed exceeding 192
million persons.
As the long-term global economic
outlook remains modest despite stronger
than expected growth in 2017, the report
attributes the positive trend between 2017
and 2018 mainly to the strong performance
of labour markets in developed countries,
where the unemployment rate is projected
to fall by an additional 0.2 percentage points
in 2018 to reach 5.5 per cent, a rate below
pre-crisis levels.
In contrast, employment growth is
expected to fall short of labour force growth
in emerging and developing countries, but

The menace of youth unemployment worldwide...
Youth unemployment includes unemployed
individuals aged 15 to 24, a typical age
range to have either just finished school or
graduated and looking for jobs. In order to
be registered as unemployed, a person must
be able to work, unemployed and looking
for a job. Usually youth unemployment is
higher than adult unemployment, since
many graduates do not find employment
right after they have graduated.
According to the development of youth
unemployment in regions of the world, the
rate is the highest in the Middle East, as is
the general unemployment rate worldwide.
To escape unemployment, it has become
quite common in some parts of the world
to leave ones hometown and look for work
elsewhere. A look at youth employment prospects shows that optimism among young
people in finding a good job is decreasing
even among those who are not unemployed;
especially in the countries struggling due to
the economic crisis, hope to find a job that
pays better than the
current one to enable
the young employees
COPAIR’s initiative Startup
to live a better life
Pakistan is future of Pakistan than their parents
is practically nonParliamentary Secretary for Planning,
existent. Still, even
Development and Reform Kanwal Shauzab
though the global
y o u t h u n e m p l o yment rate has been
has nevertheless improved compared to increasing slightly over the last few years, it
2016. “Even though global unemployment is projected to remain stable in the future.
has stabilized, decent work deficits remain
widespread: the global economy is still not Youth unemployment in Pakistan…
creating enough jobs. Additional efforts need The youth unemployment in Pakistan has
to be put in place to improve the quality of surged to 9.1 per cent in 2015 from 6.5pc in
work for jobholders and to ensure that the 2007, according to National Human Develgains of growth are shared equitably,” ILO opment Report. The report “Unleashing the
Director-General Guy Ryder said.
Potential of Young Pakistan” said, the youth
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between 15-29 years made up 41.6pc of the
country’s total labour force (between 15-64
years). It added that the 9.1pc rate in 2015
was still lower than the one in 2004. International Labour Organisation put the unemployment for 15-24 age group at 10.8 pc.
It seeks to understand the country’s human
development challenges and opportunities
from the prism of youth and focuses on how
to improve human development outcomes
by empowering young people, addressing
the root causes of the obstacles they face, and
by proposing innovative ways to surmount
these challenges.
Luckily Pakistan has privilege of having 63%
of its total population comprising young
people of below 25 year of age. In this age of
competition ,the presence of highly educated
and technically skilled young people in the
country can play a significant role in guaranteeing an elevated status it in the comity
of nations.
The causes of youth unemployment…
There is need to have a close look of the
reasons behind this youth unemployment.
By averting these reasons more opportunities
can be engraved. Youth unemployment is
being recognised as one of the problems that
could grow into global proportions in the
coming years causing social and economical

October 2018

problems for the societies.

enterprises.

Lack of right skills…
There are thousands of colleges globally that
are churning out graduates yearly however,
when most of these graduates get to the job
market, they realize they lack the right skills
to fit into today’s job market. This is because
school curriculums are not being updated
fast enough to keep up and meet the present
day needs of employers.
This is a problem that is affecting youth
in both developed and underdeveloped
countries. This inability of young people to
transition from college to work due to lack of
the right skills is therefore a big contributor
to youth unemployment.

Lack of sufficient capital
There are a number of youth who are entrepreneurial in nature and would be in a
position to start their businesses as opposed
to wallowing in unemployment. However,
most of them will lack sufficient capital to
start these enterprises. There are not many
financial institutions out there ready to offer
such enterprising young people with loans to
start their businesses and if they are, these
loans are seldom affordable. According to
the World Bank, less than one per cent of
loan portfolios of financial institutions are
allocated to young people under the age of
30.

Lack of entrepreneurship skills
The world has been very slow to respond
to the challenge of youth unemployment.
In spite of data indicating that there aren’t
enough jobs in the market for the millions
of youth graduating from high schools and
colleges around the world, there hasn’t been
sufficient emphasis on imparting entrepreneurial skills on young people so that they
can have the option of self-employment as
opposed to expecting a white collar job after
school. Most youth therefore end up lacking
sufficient skills to start income generating

The digital divide
The world today has literally gone digital, as
most of the day to day services that people
seek are now being accessed digitally. For
employment, this therefore means that
most professions will now require a person
to be digitally savvy. However, not everyone
is privileged enough to get the opportunity
to acquire digital skills. This is especially
true for a number of low-income countries,
which not only lack skills but also access to
the internet and other technologies. Young
people from such countries therefore end up
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being disadvantage and can’t compete for
opportunities in the job market.

is no impetus for growth of youth entrepreneurship.

COPAIR and GEN changing exploring the
unexplored…
Ali a very talented guy from Sargodha has
got MBA degree for Punjab University but
unfortunately the quest of job proving to be a
big failure for him since last two years. Once
asked what he intend to do now? His answer
was very astonishing. “I want to start my own
business as I have some investment with me,
but the real issue is the lack of knowledge regarding startup as well as the selection of the
business for me within this certain amount of
investment” he revealed. This is not merely
the story of one person. There are many other
young people like Ali in Pakistan who have got
talent, and they want to do something with a
pragmatic approach. Apart from the educated
youth, there are few who might not be that
educated but their skills are enormous.
They want to improve their economic life
so to have a surge in their living standards.
Women are specially the ones who have
varied skills and by investing in their skills
they can bring changes in the life of their
entire family. After analyzing the whole
situation in Pakistan, Center of Pakistan
and international relations (COPAIR) has
joined hands with Global Entrepreneurship
Network (GEN).
The purpose behind this collaboration
and launching the startup campaign across
Pakistan is the provision of a platform for
the young entrepreneurs so that they can take
a step forward and finally a leap straight to
their destination.

Advocacy and beacon of startups…
Collaboration of COPAIR and GEN is actually focused on several important factors with
aim to develop more startup opportunities
particularly for the youth of Pakistan. While
owning a business may be a personal dream
for many, managing a business may prove
difficult because of a lack of prior business

Purpose behind the collaboration…
COPAIR and GEN has actually understood
that, startups and Entrepreneurship should
be looked at as an alternative besides other
methods of creating employment opportunities. However, there is a need for global
recognition and promotion of Youth entrepreneurship on sustained long term basis for
this field certainly holds a promising future.
The collaborated partners have acquaintance with the phenomenon that revolution
in technology and the resultant growth in
all fields and globalisation has impacted the
World.
Developing countries are growing rapidly
both in terms of economic development as
well as population. Growing economies
provide ample opportunities for services and
provide opportunities for entrepreneurs to
set up small enterprises in different fields.
There are huge opportunities for individual
enterprise in IT Services, Financial services,
Travel and Tourism, Food, Supply Chain,
Health Care services and many more fields.
While some countries economies are not
growing and the unemployment is growing, in the developing countries which are
registering higher economic growth, there

Mélange

When a nation has
high unemployment
rate, it creates room
for societal ills and or
vices. No economy can
thrive with high level
of unemployment.
The consequences of
unemployment are
grave and as such need
to be checked

help you identify those specific factors that
make your business concept unique. Market
research tells you who your customers are,
where they are, and how large the potential
market is. This particular factor or procedure
is also part of the campaign. The prospect of
starting a new business is exciting for any
entrepreneur. With a few conceptual ideas,
you may feel ready to move forward to make
your new business a reality. Planning is an
important phase of a business startup. You
should ensure that you have mapped out
your new company's model for success.
1. Socio-Cultural Factors and startups
In some of the countries the social and cultural outlook of the societies may not encourage startups and entrepreneurship. Many
societies expect the youth to obtain education
that enables them to get a job and earn salary
to support the family. Economic compulsions
too can push the families to encourage youth
to look for jobs and not look at opportunities.
In some cases certain caste or class of people
are habituated to practicing certain occupations and thus entrepreneurship becomes a
prerogative of certain sections of the society.
Some other societies are risk averse and tend
to play safe, while many communities believe
in their children pursuing defence services
opportunities or social service opportunities
and so on. This is what COPAIR and GEN
are advocating to the youth of Pakistan.

ownership, experience or management
skills. An honest self-evaluation will allow
you to assess your personal characteristics
and determine your willingness to meet the
demands of owning your own business. Here
the startup campaign will certainly play its
role. Many questions will be answered and
certain information will be gathered before
determining the feasibility of your business

2. Economic & Political Factors
Economies which are not growing are grappling with huge unemployment problems
and this is affecting the youth too. When
the economy is down and the business is not
doing well, there will be no opportunities for
small entrepreneurs to provide services to
support the economy and business. Political
will to focus on youth in the country and to

idea. Careful research and analysis will help
you in evaluating your concept and assist
you in assessing your idea. The startup
campaign is all about your business success
from the conceptual level to its promotion
and eventually to meet the goals in terms
of a successful venture. It is important to
remember that every business is unique.
Taking time to explore your concept will

create a positive environment that encourages youth to dream and work towards
realising their dream is very much necessary
in any society. It is the political will that can
spearhead the Youth revolution. Absence
of stability in the political situation of the
country and the political party’s outlook towards this area can make or break the youth
entrepreneurship’s growth.
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3. Policy framework
Government policy and framework in the
country helps identify and build the base
for youth startups and entrepreneurship.
The policies need to encourage and provide
opportunities as well as assistance and
environment to give impetus to youth entrepreneurship and have got to be implemented
at national, regional and local levels. Policy
directives will need to engage the business,
banking, educational and other sectors to be
able to deliver definitive steps to encouraging
and aiding youth entrepreneurship. The said
collaboration actually highlighted that Lack
of such policy framework can hinder the
growth and initiative in the youth.
4. Industry Support & Patronage
In any industry, it is largely the business
sector that provides opportunities for support services and creating new networks of
business enterprises. Similar to their role
in social responsibility, Industry can create
a very strong platform to help develop the
youth and give them the support and guidance as well as opportunities to the youth.
In society where the industry enterprise is
not very significant or not very active, there
can be no encouragement for youth entrepreneurship.
5. Education System & Orientation
In most of the countries today the education
system is geared to enabling the youth to
pass out with their qualifications based on
academic knowledge and prepare for seeking
a job. There is little or no focus on building
and equipping the students with leadership,
building awareness and giving them training for entrepreneurship. There is a trend to
introduce specialised courses and training
modules on entrepreneurship in many of the
universities. In most cases the students do
not attempt to think out of the box as they
are not equipped with the necessary skills.
Making them think about the new ideas is
the aim of startup Pakistan.
6. Finance & Business Support
One other biggest hurdle faced by each and
every entrepreneur is the lack of financial
backup and funding as well as guidance required to incubate new business. Most often
those who attempt to start any enterprise do
so borrowing from family and friends and
dipping into their saving. After a while the
business starts to suffer due to lack of funds
and they end up in a debt trap. Banking and
financial assistance should be made available
easily and this can happen only with the active
support and engagement by the Government.
Nowadays venture capitalists are funding new
enterprises. However this is available to very
few and not to the larger sections of the society.
Youth initiatives by the government and
their productivity…
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) earlier has
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launched its official Digital Policy, with a
vision to “transform Pakistan into a knowledge economy making IT the top contributor
to Pakistan’s exports and job creation”. Innovation Ecosystem and Entrepreneurship
is an integral part of the policy. Emphasis
will be laid on entrepreneurial culture
and innovation ecosystem by organizing
e-government hackathons, introducing city
as a lab initiatives, tax benefits for startups,
investor-friendly policies, sales tax rationalization to 5% and incentives to solve local
problems. Government has also pledged to
give 50,000 graduate scholarships to students from government colleges.
The aim to increase the number of
market-ready IT graduates to 100,000 per
year. Continuing the emphasis on developing
human capital, 120 new campuses of tier-1
universities will be established, Mathematics
and Science certifications will be introduced
for secondary school teachers with salary incentives to improve the standards of teaching
and impart modern education. Professional
training support programs will be launched
according to industry needs and trends as
well.
Another very important initiative
pledged by government is that it will provide
an enabling environment for setting up new
businesses. Jawan Markaz to facilitate and
mentor local entrepreneurs by connecting
them with subject matter experts, business
plan formulation and capital generation
guidance is also part of the youth initiatives.
Industrial internship programs to be set up
by Improvement and enforcement of existing
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Apprenticeship legislation.
Startup ecosystem…
The existing generation of entrepreneurs
has the opportunity to dramatically expand
the Pakistani startup ecosystem both at
home and abroad.
While Pakistan’s contribution to startup
culture may appear negligible by global
standards, for a country far removed from
the concepts of incubators and accelerators
till long, progress on the front is more than
promising. In a recent poll by the Thompson
Reuters Foundation, Pakistan was ranked
among the world’s major economies where
social entrepreneurship has been gaining
momentum.
The startup culture in Pakistan is mainly
driven by the nation’s young working with
private accelerators and incubators. In a
society where under-30s make up for twothirds of the population along with strong
private sector support, the future for social
entrepreneurship in general and startups
in particular looks promising. Start up Pakistan campaign is a well planned strategy
for augmenting the entrepreneurial skills of
the youth. The strategy actually moves with
the individuals to push them ahead so they
acquire their destination. The campaign
is a voyage of success for all those who will
accompany this.
Author is the President, Center of Pakistan
and International Relations (COPAIR) and
Editor-in-Chief of ‘Mélange int’l Magazine’
and ‘ The Asian Telegraph’
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UNPRECEDENTED RESULTS

Fifth North-South Summit
eases Korean tensions
MOHAMMAD ARSHAD

D

iplomacy between North and
South Korea continues apace
in 2018, as fifth inter-Korean
summit in Pyongyang underlines the remarkable depth
and breadth of their engagement. Not only
did Moon deliver a speech about reunification to a stadium full of 150000 North
Koreans the first time a South Korean leader
has ever addressed Pyongyang citizens directly but he brought home a plan to increase
family reunions and welcome Kim Jong-un
to Seoul.
This is totally unprecedented, as the
South Korean president giving a speech in
front of a huge crowd of North Korean people
and saying things like, ‘We’re building a new
fatherland.’ We live in very exciting times.
In Seoul’s Gwanghwamun Plaza, clusters of
pro-peace demonstrators camped out with
signs wishing Moon luck. A few called for the
US military to withdraw from South Korea,
stating that peace had already been achieved.
Others held signs demanding the end of
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South Korea’s National Security Law, which
gives the government grounds to persecute
speech deemed too pro-North.
Gigantic outdoor TV screens played
live footage of the event, Kim Jong-un’s
face looming over the city in technicolor.
Behind one such screen, pedestrians rested
at a picnic table modeled after the one Kim
and Moon sat at in the first inter-Korean
summit in April. But there were noticeably
fewer people hanging in the streets on the

The most significant
outcome of the latest
meeting was the signing
by their respective
defence ministers of a
deal to reduce military
tension along the
boundary separating
the two countries
10

day of South Korea’s third summit. At the
end of the summit, Kim Jong-un sent Moon
off with an expensive parting gift: two tons
of rare mushrooms to enjoy during Korea’s
upcoming autumn harvest festival, Chuseok.
But certainly, the real treasure lies in the
potential to lock down lasting peace. If all
goes as planned, North and South Korea will
submit joint bid to host the 2032 Olympics,
remove 11 guards post from the DMZ and
most surprisingly set up video conferences
for divided families to reunite. (In the past,
reunions were so rare that South Korean
families had to win them through a lottery
system. The family reunions speak to both
side’s willingness to really change the nature
of their relationship.
Meanwhile, both nations agreed to hold
a groundbreaking ceremony for an inter-Korean railway system before the end of 2018.
However, South Korean aid to build the train
network would violate international sanctions. In this summit, North Korea made
a promising step toward denuclearization:
an offer to dismantle its Yongbyong Nuclear
Facility. But Kim Jong-un also made it clear
that the dismantlement hinges on whether
the United States takes corresponding measures in other words, concessions to show its
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good faith. So far, the US response has been
lukewarm. Trump tweeted that the summit’s
results were very exciting, but he has yet to
offer another meeting with Kim Jong-un.
Trump canceled a recent meeting planned
between Secretary of State Mike Pompeo and
North Korean officials, partially citing a lack
of satisfactory nuclear progress.
The most significant outcome of the
latest meeting was the signing by their respective defence ministers of a deal to reduce
military tension along the boundary separating the two countries. The agreement, which
military delegations had been working on for
months, included important provisions to
manage and lower the pressure in the air, on
land and at sea. It is undeniable that Moon
and Kim have achieved on the inter-Korean
front especially military-to-military measures is greatly significant, but North Korea’s
disarmament remains a distant goal. At the
very least, Moon’s efforts will prevent an
immediate collapse of the US-North Korea
process, but Pyongyang and Washington are
no closer to forging an understanding on the
fundamental questions that divide them.
In the meantime, South Korean President
Moon Jae-in has been true to his word on
providing support for North Korean leader
Kim Jong-un’s economic transformation
plans. Earlier this year, Kim adopted a new
strategic line for his country in which he
prioritised economic development and downplayed his nuclear arsenal. A military parade
earlier to celebrate the 70th anniversary of
North Korea’s founding underlined this, with
several economic floats calling for national
development
Accordingly, the September 19 Pyongyang Declaration agreed by the two leaders
includes a promise to pursue substantial
measures to further advance exchanges and
cooperation based on the spirit of mutual
benefit and shared prosperity. The two sides
are enthusiastically pushing ahead, even as
South Korea’s ability to make good on many
of its promises will be limited by the international sanctions in place against the North.
The fifth inter-Korean summit – the third
between Moon and Kim this year – also saw
the South Korean president serve as more of
a direct mediator between the United States
and North Korea than before. For Moon,
while progress on inter-Korean issues was
a critical impetus for the summit, revivifying
the flagging U.S.-North Korea diplomatic
process was a greater priority in the weeks
leading up to his latest encounter with Kim.
Fortunately for Moon, he left Pyongyang
with a big win. The Pyongyang Declaration
saw Kim offering up more specific concessions on his ballistic missile and nuclear
programmes than he had done at either the
June 12 summit with US President Donald
Trump or his initial meeting with Moon at
Panmunjom on April 27.
North Korean leader Kim Jong Un
and South Korean President Moon Jae-in,
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following talks in Pyongyang, reiterated their
shared desire to see the Korean peninsula
turned into a land of peace that is free of
nuclear weapons and nuclear threats.
Although the Pyongyang summit builds on
the agreements and commitments made

Kim and Moon could
agree on a package
of steps aimed at
drastically reducing
their countries’ military
standoff along their
tense border
through the prior Moon-Kim summit held
in Panmunjom in April, it is not yet clear
whether the latest meeting will lead to tangible progress between the United States and
North Korea on denuclearization and peace
on the peninsula.
The main focus of outside attention of
inter-Korean summit was whether it can find
ways to resolve the stalemated diplomacy on
North Korea’s nuclear program. Also at stake
was what steps the Koreas will take to lower
decades-long military tensions and improve
ties. A look at the key issues on the agenda

for the summit in Pyongyang between North
Korean leader Kim Jong Un and South
Korean President Moon Jae-in that is their
third meeting this year:
Since entering talks earlier this year,
Kim has repeatedly promised to realize the
complete denuclearization of the Korean
Peninsula, but without providing a detailed
timetable or road map for the process. Kim
has dismantled his nuclear and rocketengine testing sites and taken other goodwill

11

measures, such as releasing three American
detainees. His government wants the United
States to respond by jointly declaring an end
to the 1950-53 Korean War, but US officials
want Kim to take additional steps that can
prove he’s sincere about denuclearization.
Moon said that he’ll mediate between
Kim and President Donald Trump to help
them settle their differences and move toward
denuclearization. But his chief of staff, Im
Jong-seok, had acknowledged earlier that it’s
difficult to have any optimistic outlook for progress on denuclearization during the summit.
Kim and Moon could agree on a package
of steps aimed at drastically reducing their
countries’ military standoff along their tense
border. Their military officers have been working together to draft such steps since Moon
and Kim agreed to eliminate the danger of war
during their first summit in April. Im said that
he expects this week’s summit to yield meaningful accords that fundamentally remove
the danger of armed clashes and ease fears
of war between the two Koreas. The Koreas’
248-kilometer (155-mile) border, called the
Demilitarized Zone, is the world’s most heavily fortified, with hundreds of thousands of
combat-ready troops deployed along a line
that’s laced with mines, barbed wire fences and
anti-tank traps. The countries’ poorly marked
western sea boundary has been the scene of
several deadly naval skirmishes in recent years.
The summit also focused on how to
further improve inter-Korean ties in line

with what the leaders agreed to during their
April summit. Some of the April accords have
already been implemented, such as holding
a temporary reunion of relatives separated
by the Korean War, cooperating during the
recently concluded Asian Games and establishing the Koreas’ first liaison office at the
North Korean border town of Kaesong.
Writer is the Editor ‘Mélange int’l Magazine’,
and Daily The Asian Telegraph
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Youth

an imperative
force for a
progressive
society…

Saima Zaman
Youth of any nation is always
considered the asset of a country and it plays
a primary role in the development of that
country. Youth plays a vital role in keeping
the nation upfront at the international level
as through their contribution, a country
moves on and on in the right direction of
prosperity. Pakistan is a country where more
than fifty percent population is comprised on
people who are between 16 to 30 years of age.
The vision of our country lies in the
hands of our youths. They are filled with
tremendous and towering ambitions. It will
be a great wastage of human resources if
these youths are not given an opportunity
to exercise their talent. This beautiful land
needs the youth in order to make our soil to
become a brighter one. The primary role of
young people is to get a good education in
order to become better citizens of tomorrow.
They need to learn skills to do the job that
their country’s economy needs. They also
need to know how to read, write, think,
understand, analyse, and discuss the issues
their country faces. The entire success of the
nation depends on the youth. However, in
order for continuous success to take place; it
is the Government’s responsibility to provide
the youth with proper facilities for, getting
equipped with the knowledge of the modern
era. The new government in Pakistan is
fully aware of its duty with regards to youth
engagements.
The PTI’s youth policy comprises of three
Es, Education, Employment and Engagement. “Our policy will ensure that we create
a group of educated, skilled young people
that are invested in making Pakistan a great
nation,” Prime Minister Imran Khan revealed
while talking about the youth policy. He
pointed out that Pakistan is experiencing a
youth bulge, with over 63% of the population under age 25. Out of these, 43 million
are currently between ages 15-24. However,
this population faces constraints of poor
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education and skills.
The government is all set to launch National Education Policy 2018. The Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf government intends to
allocate more resources and bring uniformity in the curriculum of different types of
education systems in the country. Before
elections when the country was gearing up
to put into power the new political leaders, a
call has been made to enhance the budgetary
allocation for education to four per cent of
the gross domestic product.
This was urged at a consultative session
on a qualitative analysis of Higher Education
in Pakistan, the challenges and recommendations. Prime Minister Imran Khan in his
first speech had invited the private sector to
help the government in this challenge but
the government has to take the lead, he said.
Education is the topmost priority of the
present government in line with the vision
of Prime Minister Imran Khan. Illiteracy
is a major issue around the world. About
ninety percent of the people who reside in
villages are illiterate. The reason is their utter
ignorance and lack of initiative to lead them
in the right direction. Someone has to pull
them up. Here also, the young people can be
of immense help along with the initiatives
of the government. Creating 10 million jobs
in five years is another target of the present
government. According to estimates by
economists, approximately two million additional youth are looking for employment opportunities every year. Hence, it is estimated
that in the next five years 10 million youth
will be entering the job market and looking
for employment opportunities. The young
population of Pakistan can become its biggest
asset and creator of economic value given the
right skills and education and merit-based
productive employment opportunities. On
the other hand, if we don’t do that, this youth
dividend can also become our biggest challenge with horrendous economic and social
consequences. There should be no debate
about whether we need to target creation of
these 10 million jobs. The only debate should
be about how best to achieve this aim.
The primary engine of growth and job
creation is the private sector of any country.
Hence, the vast majority of these jobs will be
created in the private sector through facilitative policy of the government which encourages them to expand their business and make
investments which create jobs. Currently, the
private sector is over-regulated and overtaxed
and most importantly not treated as an equal
stakeholder in economic decision-making.
We have to realise that the government’s role
is to create a business and investor friendly
environment and make investment in supportive human and physical capital. when
it comes to creation of jobs, The first step of
engaging and incentivising the private sector
has already been explained.
The second key ingredient is to target sectors for prioritisation which are job intensive
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and consistent with the Pakistani economy’s
comparative advantage. Evidence based research shows that sectors of the economy that
have the most potential to create new jobs are
manufacturing (SMEs), construction, tourism and social services (education, health).
The digital policy of PTI doesn’t only talk
about IT and startups, rather it addresses
different core education-related steps too that
would be taken to improve the tech-related
expertise in the long run.

63%
of the population under age 25. Out
of these, 43 million are currently
between ages 15-24. However,
this population faces constraints
of poor education and skills
PTI’s Digital Policy basically tackles
three important issues, the Digital Policy
as outlined by PTI has been designed to
kill the dearth of jobs, the policy would also
increase the software-related exports and use
technology to increase transparency and curb
corruption. Recognizing and involving youth
in a community’s decision-making processes
is about more than engaging young people
for the sake of inclusivity. It’s about recognizing the measurable benefits youth offer
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to organizations and whole communities.
The role of the youth in the nation building
is crucial. They are problem solvers, have
a positive influence on other young people
and the nation, and are extremely ambitious.
They have the ability to create an identity for
themselves and move the nation forward.
However, they will not be able to do this
without the support of their Government
and fellow youths. So the youths can make
their beautiful land flourish and shine in
success. The Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI)
currently enjoys great support among the
youth, as they have been courting them since
their inception and they also contested the
last elections by engaging them, as well as
allocating some tickets to young people as
well. Youth and skill development has been
discussed in different provincial policies and
frameworks. However, they are only useful
if they are implemented properly, and due
to a lack of support and funds from the
government, many of these policies have been
ignored to date.
Although successive governments have
launched different youth engagement initiatives, they are mostly skewed in favour of
upper middle class or elite groups of society.
Youth from national institutions are generally
ignored. Youth is expecting a lot from the
present government. We as a nation owe our
future generation an opportunity to earn a
respectable livelihood and become productive
partner in creating a prosperous Pakistan.
Let’s take the constitutional obligation placed
upon us as not mere rhetoric but an objective
worth striving for.
Writer is the Assistant Editor ‘Mélange int’l
Magazine’, ‘The Asian Telegraph’ & Project
Coordinator (COPAIR); a degree holder in
communication & media sciences.
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Conflict & Confrontation

Peace
the lone worth
waging battle
MELANGE TEAM

E

ach year the International Day
of Peace is observed around
the world on 21 September.
The UN General Assembly has
declared this as a day devoted
to strengthening the ideals of peace, both
within and among all nations and peoples.
Despite the tremendous efforts made by Pakistan towards international peace, Pakistan
is still seen as extremist territory, promoting
terror. The reason behind this is that the
world is being shown a dark side of Pakistan
and is ignoring all its positivity-promoting
aspects.
“We must work out destiny in our own
way and present to the world an ecnomic
system based on true Islamic concept of
equality of manhood and social justice.
We will thereby be fulfilling our mission as
Muslims and giving to humanity the message of peace which alone can save it and
secure the welfare, happiness and prosperity of mankind.” -The founder of Pakistan
Muhammad Ali Jinnah.
The international media has only presented a negative image of Pakistan whereas
the true picture of Pakistan is entirely different from what is being projected. Pakistan is
a land of HOPE. No matter what happens,
Pakistanis always have a ray of optimism
in their eyes. Pakistan is a country whose
people welcome everyone whole-heartedly
and prove the best hosts.
On Individual level, Peace of mind is
a state of mental and emotional calmness,
with no worries, fears or stress. In this
state, the mind is quiet, and you experience
a sense of happiness and freedom. Inner
peace eventually, leads to external peace. By
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creating peace in your inner world, in your
mind, you bring it into your external world,
and into other people's lives.
On Societal level, Peace is the desire of
every beating heart. Peace is the hope of
every nation, the promise of every politician, the pulse of every religious tradition,
the goal of every prayer. Where war destroys
and tears apart, peace builds, strengthens
and restores. In Simple words, Peace is absence of violence; it is the presence of social
justice through equal opportunity, a fair
distribution of power and resources, equal
protection and impartial enforcement of law
Pakistanis are a sports loving nation and
Pakistan promotes peace through sports.
This land has a rich culture, different
languages, and ethnicities. The world must
also see that Pakistan is suffering a lot with
regard to the spread of extremism in the
world. This country has been fighting a war
against terrorism since long and especially
after the gory incident of 9/11
The performance of Pakistani peacekeepers has been recognized worldwide by
several world leaders including those of the
UN. Since its creation, Pakistan has played
a significant role as UN member, in bringing
peace through active diplomatic, moral and
material support in various regions of the
world. undeniable professional standing of
Pakistani forces has made them the passion
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of every special representative of Secretary
General and Force Commander in each of
UN peacekeeping operations. Pakistan is a
big player in UN peacekeeping forces.
Pakistan joined the United Nations
on September 30, 1947. Since 1960, it has
been actively involved in most of the UN
peacekeeping missions. Major contributions
of Pakistan Army are in Congo, Liberia Somalia, Ivory Coast, Western Sahara, Sierra
Leone, Bosnia, Kosovo, Georgia, East Timor
Haiti etc. Even, at present, more than 8200
troops of Pakistan Army are engaged in different peacekeeping missions across various
volatile countries.
Pakistan’s army has worked in difficult
terrains and situations for global peace.
Now, inside the country, although Pakistan
Armed Forces are facing a tough situation in
wake of war against terrorism, yet they are
contributing to global peace and prosperity;
having still a large number of their presence
in various parts of world.
The present government has laid immense emphasis on initiatives that promote
a peaceful narrative and anti-extremism discourse, among which Peaceful Pakistan has
shown promising results. The minorities, in
addition to this, have always made efforts
to support dialogues among the communities to maintain peaceful coexistence and
interfaith harmony.
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StartUp Pakistan Initiative

COPAIR collaborates with Prime Minister’s Youth Program
N H NAQVI
Center of Pakistan and International Relations (COPAIR), has started collaboration
with prestigious Prime Minister’s Youth
Program and truly belives that the new
dynamic leadership will take this program
to next level of productivity, effectiveness and
contributions towards a Naya Pakistan.
It is a great collaboration with Prime
Minister’s Youth Program on StartUp Pakistan which is an initiative of Center of Pakistan and International Relations (COPAIR).
The objectives of this initiative are: to act
as a platform for startup policy advocacy,
become a discussion forum on policy matters related to entrepreneurship and startups,
involve entrepreneurship ecosystem players
in decision making dialogue process, attract
international and local investors to invest in
Pakistani startups, bring Startup Nations to
Pakistan and conduct trainings and workshops through international and national
level Subject Matter Experts (SMEs).
Startup Nations is an international community and network of people working to
develop entrepreneurship specific policies
for youth. More than 60 countries have
already joined this community and their
governments of have endorsed this concept.
As youth is the biggest asset of our country,
Pakistan, having almost 100 million people
below the age of 35, needs to pay special attention to development of its youth human
resource.
Center of Pakistan and International
Relations (COPAIR) and Global Entrepreneurship Network (GEN) Pakistan with the

collaboration of international and national
organizations initiated Startup Pakistan
Policy Dialogue to involve government, civil
society and entrepreneurship ecosystem
players to work on a comprehensive youth
economic empowerment policy.
In addition to this, having experienced
international and national research associates, youth and social activists, many successful projects have been launched to improve
youth skills through customized trainings,
connect investors and donors and provide
access to financial institutes and interest free
loans to encourage youth, who are unemployed so they can become self-employed and
come up with innovative ideas.
COPAIR also launched Startup Pakistan
Business Plan Competition and StartUp
Pakistan Incubation Center. The main
drive behind StartUp Pakistan is develop a

conducive ecosystem to provide opportunities
for startups to link themselves to the local
and international chambers of commerce and
industry and empower themselves through
information technology.
Startup Pakistan concept and its project
E-Women were launched at UN-APCICT
forum and PinkTaxi and Cyber Security App
were launched on International Women's
Day 2018. Youth is also encouraged to work
on green technology and renewable energy
business solutions and StartUp Pakistan intends to send them to international competitions like Annual Investment Meeting (AIM),
Web Summit and Global Entrepreneurship
Congress.
Global Entrepreneurship Week, a global
celebration of entrepreneurship, which is celebrated in more than 170 countries, is going
to be celebrated from 12 to 18 November,
2018. Like every year, international think
tanks working on youth and international
media would like to know the initiatives of
the new government related to youth and
entrepreneurial development as this is one
of the key agendas of the manifesto of PTI
government.
Moreover Startup Pakistan is launching
a comprehensive campaign on mainstream
and digital media and it will organize the
grand finale of StartUp Pakistan Business
Competition during Global Entrepreneurship Week next year.
Writer is the Assistant Editor ‘Mélange int’l
Magazine’,
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Pak-India

sea-based nuclear weapons cause
regional alarm

DR ZAFAR NAWAZ JASPAL
Pakistan’s nuclear weapons program is
primarily predicated upon its ability to act
as a deterrent, to prevent nuclear blackmail
by, or a nuclear conflict with, India. Therefore
its nuclear posture is governed by the quantitative and qualitative reforms in India’s
conventional and nuclear forces.
On September 17, 2018, Pakistan Navy
chief Admiral Zafar Mahmood Abbasi said:
“India’s sea-based nuclear weapon initiative
compelled Pakistan to take steps for maintaining strategic balance in the region.”
India and Pakistan have been developing their nuclear arsenals. Recently, both
announced the completion of their “nuclear
triads,” a three-pronged military force that
consists of land-based launchers, submarines
and aircraft capable of delivering nuclear
bombs and missiles. This triad is imperative
for credible nuclear deterrence. However, it
has raised concerns about the international
and regional ramifications of an unrestrained
nuclear arms race between the belligerent
neighbors.
This race between India and Pakistan is
a result of the former’s ambitious realpolitik
policies as New Delhi struggles to establish
its hegemony in South Asia. India’s first successful nuclear test on May 18, 1974, and its
subsequent dismissive response to Pakistan’s
proposal at the United Nations Security
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Council for a South Asian Nuclear-Free Zone,
invigorated Islamabad’s nuclear weapons
program to prevent nuclear blackmail and
aggression.
India’s nuclear-weapons tests on May 11
and 13, 1998, forced Pakistan to carry out its
own nuclear detonations a few weeks later, on
May 28 and 30, to restore the strategic equilibrium between the countries. Subsequently,
Islamabad proposed nuclear restraint in
South Asia to avoid a nuclear arms race. Rejecting the proposal, India steadily increased
its arsenal of nuclear weapons and in August

Nuclear-armed dieselpropelled submarines
aim to discourage
Indian aggression
through the concept
of deterrence by
punishment, which
relies on the threat of
unacceptable costs
caused by retaliation in
the case of any hostile
action
16

2016 announced the deployment of its first
nuclear-powered submarine, the Arihant. It
plans to add four nuclear-propelled submarines to its blue-water fleet by 2025.
The deployment of the Arihant in the
Indian Ocean was alarming for Pakistan
because the vessel can remain underwater,
virtually undetected, for months at a time.
Moreover, India’s sea-based missiles — the
K-4, K-15, Dhanush (a modified version of
Prithvi-III) and Brahmos (built with the
cooperation of Russia) — have augmented
the strike capability of the Indian Navy.
There might be a further large shift in the
reach of the Indian Navy with the addition
of the sea-based, sub-sonic, stealth Nirbhay
cruise missile, which has a range of 1,000
kilometers, in the near future.
Pakistan’s navy cannot ignore India’s
blue-water naval build-up, especially its
nuclear weapons. Therefore it is investing in
the development of its own sea-based nuclear
weapons.
Pakistan’s navy cannot ignore India’s
blue-water naval build-up, especially its
nuclear weapons. Therefore it is investing in
the development of its own sea-based nuclear
weapons capable of providing a second-strike
capability. Admiral Abbasi said: “We have
legitimate concerns and our program is
aimed at discouraging India from doing so.”
He correctly warned that: “Sea-based nuclear
weapons provide an assured second-strike
capability that disturbs the equation, so
unless we equate that, the imbalance might
induce India to start a conventional war.”
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It “incorporates state-of-the-art technologies, including underwater controlled
propulsion and advanced guidance and
navigation features, duly augmented by
global navigation, terrain and scene matching systems.” Moreover, Babur-III features
terrain-hugging and sea-skimming flight
capabilities to evade radars, air defenses and
ballistic missile defense systems.
A test of the Babur-III was performed
on March 29, 2018, from a submerged platform off the coast of Pakistan in the Arabian
Sea. With its development, Pakistan’s navy
has acquired nuclear-armed submarine
capability and is therefore able to conduct
nuclear strikes with impunity from the
sea. The Pakistani navy does not have any
nuclear-powered submarines, but nucleartipped Babur-III missiles would be placed on
French-built Agosta 90B-class submarines
that are powered by diesel-electric engines.
Admiral Abbasi also confirmed that Pakistan
has signed an agreement with China to buy
eight 039A diesel-electric attack submarines
that can also be equipped with nuclear
weapons.
The development by India and Pakistan
of sea-based nuclear weapons certainly
strengthens their deterrence capabilities, as
well their defenses. But it also affects the strategic environment of the Indian Ocean and
is alarming for the littoral states there. These
states cannot ignore the possible effects of
a nuclear conflict between the belligerent
neighbors, or of nuclear accidents at sea.
Meanwhile, Indian Minister Narendra
Modi is struggling to overwhelm the opposition parties’ grilling over his illicit involvement in the 36 Rafale fighter jets’ worth
$8.6-billion deal. He is obstinate to divert
the Indians attention from the internal

Jodhpur on September 28, 2018. This exhibition was arranged to celebrate the second
anniversary of Surgical Strikes conducted on
the intervening night of September 28-29,
2016. Defence Minister of India Nirmala
Sitharaman stated: “The ‘Parakram Parv’
is being celebrated in over 50 cities across
the country to show that we are not going to

Indeed, submarine-launched nuclear weapons
are considered the second-strike capability most
likely to survive a devastating first strike by an
adversary. To balance the increasing nuclear
capability of the Indian blue-water navy, Pakistan
developed the Babur-III, a submarine-launched
cruise missile that has a range of 450 kilometers
and the ability to deliver a variety of payloads,
including nuclear warheads
corruption and misgoverning issues toward
Pakistan.
The ‘Surgical Strike Day’ was celebrated
with great fanfare, during the last week
of September 2018. Prime Minister Modi
inaugurated the “Parakram Parv” exhibition
at the Combined Commanders Conference in
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accept a blatant cowardly act of a neighbor
getting into our Army base and killing soldiers who were resting and unarmed.”
She added: “As the terror attack happened inside the base on unarmed soldiers,
it was necessary for the Army to strike at the
enemy in its territory.” The Indian University
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Grants Commission directed to all Universities in India to celebrate September 29 as
‘Surgical Strike Day’. On September 27, 2018,
the University Grants Commission Circular
stated: “A multimedia exhibition will be
organized around India Gate on 29 September. Similar exhibitions may be organized in
States, Union Territories, important towns
and cantonments across the country. The
institutions should encourage students and
faculty members to visit these exhibitions.”
Consequently, the Universities organized
events involving retired army personnel
nationalistic speeches, NCC cadets’ parades,
as well as militarily-related poster-making
and postcard-writing competitions.
Prime Minister Modi and his cohorts
have been endeavoring to establish fictitious
surgical strikes conducted in September 2016
as an authentic military operation for cashing
it in the state and national election campaigns. The BJP allies and workers have been
convincing the people of India that Prime
Minister Modi has the political courage to
take a ‘very bold decision’ of approving surgical strikes against Pakistan. On July 11, 2018,
Former Army chief Dalbir Singh stated:
“It was a very bold decision of our prime
minister to approve the surgical strikes. So,
the credit firstly goes to our prime minister.
The credit also goes to my subordinates, my
able commanders and brave soldiers who
executed these surgical strikes.”
Sandeep Bhardwaj concluded: “To be
sure, celebrating the surgical strike day—the
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day India gave a “strong answer” to Pakistan,
according to Prime Minister Narendra
Modi—may prove to be politically popular
and an opportunity for self-congratulation.
However, from a goal-oriented perspective,
the choice to carry out the strike has proved
to be an abject failure.” Shashi Tharoor, the
Member of Parliament in the Lok Sabha
from Thiruvananthapuram opined: “No
government has ever been more shameless
in the milking of India’s military for political
benefit as this one, but this cynical exercise
takes the proverbial cake.”
He added: “This kind of pre-emptive
action had been undertaken several times
before by our army with no publicity, but
the BJP government, anxious to live up to
its belligerent past rhetoric, decided to beat
the tom-toms. The evocative term “surgical
strike” was used; posters and hoardings
went up hailing the government’s action;
the military was brazenly instrumentalized
in the BJP’s campaign for Uttar Pradesh
Assembly elections two months later.”

Bhupinder Pal concurred Shashi Tharoor
stance that: “These guys are out of a head,
they don’t understand that people know that
surgical strikes have been done before also
but this kind of cheap display & filthy show of

surgical strikes in September 2016. Despite
it, the Modi government had used surgical
strikes as a potent political tool to demonstrate that it had the political courage to
take a ‘very bold decision’ against Pakistan.

Many Indian politicians and analysts objected
the celebration of “Surgical Strike Day”.
According to them “the so-called surgical strikes
were a strategic failure.” The Congress leader,
Rahul Gandhi dubbed the surgical strikes as
“khoon ki dalaali”
narcissism was not being done. These acts of
self-proclamation give more negative feelers
than something else.”
The preceding discussion certifies,
Pakistan’s claim that India did not conduct

It had successfully cashed Surgical Strikes
issue during the campaign for elections in
state assemblies since September 2016. For
instance, in most populous state of Uttar
Pradesh (UP), 2017-election BJP won 312
out of 403 seats.
To conclude, the Indian ruling elite’s
celebration of Surgical Strikes Day alarm
and compel Pakistan defence policymakers
to take countermeasures for ensuring people
of Pakistan that they are cognizant and ready
to check any Indian military adventurism.
Indeed, such action and reaction military
tactics upsurge the tension and temperature
between the strategic competitors and
increase the probability of inadvertent war.
Dr. Zafar Nawaz Jaspal is an analyst
and professor at the School of Politics and
International Relations, Quaid-i-Azam
University, in Islamabad and Member
Advisory Board at ‘Mélange int’l Magazine’,
and Center of Pakistan and International
Relations (COPAIR)
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Hybrid warfare
the future combat…

T

Saima Zaman

he term “hybrid warfare” describes
a strategy that employs conventional military force supported
by irregular and cyber warfare
tactics. Conventional concepts of war are
incompatible and fundamentally misaligned
with the realities of conflict in the twentyfirst century. The emergence of a unipolar
post-Cold War world order has resulted in a
significant paradigm shift.
Thinking about wars people used to see
battlefields with tanks, trenches, armies with
conventional weapons, uniformed soldiers
under strict hierarchical military command
structure. However, the concept of warfare
is changing rapidly. If one were to divide
violent conflict into two broad categories,
on one side would lie traditional, so-called
“conventional” warfare, and on the other,
asymmetric or “unconventional” warfare.
“Conventional” battles are fought between
professional armies and subject in general
to the dynamics of classical military theory;
while “unconventional” warfare constitutes
the peculiar world of guerrilla fighting and
insurgencies where even the most powerful of conventional forces may flounder
against a small poorly armed and organized
group of ideologically motivated fighters.
Hybrid warfare occupies the uncomfortable
middle ground between conventional and
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unconventional warfare, mixing elements of
both in the process.
Hybrid wars are, broadly defined,
conflicts involving one or more non state
actors that nevertheless possess the attributes of a state’s military. Frequently hybrid
combatants have the backing of a foreign
power which supplies them with money,
equipment and in some cases training. This
combination produces a fighting force that
is capable of conducting combat operations
on the modern battlefield while existing
outside of the fetters of law and doctrine
which constrain state militaries.
The term “Hybrid War” was popularized
in the lexicon of military theory to describe
the 2006 conflict between Israel and Hezbollah. Despite Israel’s highly professional
and thoroughly modernized army, the Israeli
Defense Forces failed by and large in their
stated objective to disarm Hezbollah of its
missile stockpiles and ultimately withdrew
under a U.N. negotiated ceasefire that
allowed Hezbollah to claim victory in its
propaganda. Hybrid wars increasingly dominate today’s security landscape both in terms
of their frequency and the threat they pose.
Modern technologies from drones to social
media and the internet offer hybrid combatants a plethora of new weapons in their
arsenal. Furthermore, as hybrid combatants
demonstrate their effectiveness at frustrating
conventional military power, other nations
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may begin to adapt similar techniques for
their own forces. Sometimes the term ‘fourth
generation warfare’, initially introduced by
William S. Lind, is also used interchangeably with hybrid warfare due to the protean
nature of the threats and their interplay in
attainments of strategic objectives. Fourth
generation warfare however, is distinguished
from hybrid warfare by the involvement of
non-state actors pitted against a traditional
army. They present a decentralised, nonhierarchical, and non-traditional structure
of threat. Contrarily in hybrid warfare wars
are fought between states using non-linear
tactics involving all elements of national
power. Perhaps, it’s an ‘ambiguous war’ or
‘grey area conflict.’
The revolution in communication
technologies and processes of globalization, collectively, proliferate hybrid warfare
techniques. Consequently, today, wars are
no longer fought on conventional battlefields
alone, but also asymmetrically over the digital world, cyberspace, social media, etc. The
strategic competitors are making the best use
of hybrid warfare tools in the exploitation of
domestic fault lines like political, economic
and societal to destabilize one another.
Writer is the Assistant Editor ‘Mélange int’l
Magazine’, ‘The Asian Telegraph’ & Project
Coordinator (COPAIR); a degree holder in
communication & media sciences.
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Celebrating the spirit of Entrepreneurship
JUNAID ZIA
Pakistan in its 72 years of existence has
seen many economic, social, and political
trends. Experts have been discussing the
merits and demerits of these trends from
different angles. Of all the trends which
we as nation have seen, entrepreneurship
can be termed as the best. Not so long
ago, fresh graduates dreamed to work for
multinationals and banks. However, the
situation seems to change in last few years.
The evolution of social media platforms has
played key role in inculcating this interest
in youngsters.
This wave has also given us an
entrepreneurship ecosystem which is
thriving with every passing day. Several new
players have jumped in and are playing their
role in developing the startup ecosystem
and providing aspiring entrepreneurship
support through different means. There has
been a huge growth of government funded
and private incubators, accelerators and
entrepreneurial organizations.
The Global Entrepreneurship Network
(GEN) operates a platform of projects
and programs in 170 countries aimed at
“making it easier for anyone, anywhere to
start and scale a business”. By fostering
deeper cross border collaboration and
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initiatives between entrepreneurs,
investors, researchers, policymakers and
entrepreneurial support organizations,
GEN works to fuel healthier start and scale
ecosystems that create more jobs, educate
individuals, accelerate innovation and
strengthen economic growth. GEN is based
on the pillars of celebrate, understand,
support and connect.
Global Entrepreneurship Network
launched its programs and projects
in Pakistan when it celebrated Global
Entrepreneurship Week in 2011. Since then,
this week has been celebrated every year
in collaboration with hundreds of support
organizations all over Pakistan. During one
week each November, thousands of events
and competitions in 170 countries inspire
millions to engage in entrepreneurial
activity while connecting them to potential
collaborators, mentors and even investors.
This year Global Entrepreneurship
Network (GEN) Pakistan will celebrate
Global Entrepreneurship Week from 12th
to 18th of November, 2018 with support
of more than 100 partners. The partners
will join hundreds and thousands of
international organizations and celebrate
the spirit of entrepreneurship and changing
economic conditions. GEN Global has
already announced the themes for this
year. The events all over the world will
be curated around four themes: Women,
Youth, Inclusion and Ecosystem Connect.
GEN Partners have started planning
events and activities for this year. Details
of these events are shared publically via a
global directory of events which is available
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on official GEN website and is accessible
to everyone. Anyone who is interested in
becoming part of an event can do so by
visiting the global directory of events.
COPAIR kicks-off Startup Pakistan during
Global Entrepreneurship Week
Center of Pakistan and International Relations (COPAIR), a strategic think-tank
working on diplomacy, trade & investment
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and youth initiatives is launching Startup
Pakistan initiative in collaboration with
Prime Minister’s Youth Program and GEN
Pakistan.
Startup Pakistan will have many
programs, projects and sub projects.
The goals of this initiative are: to act as
a platform for startup policy advocacy,
become a discussion forum on policy
matters related to entrepreneurship
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Startup Pakistan will organize Startup
Pakistan Business Plan Competition and will
establish StartUp Pakistan Incubation Centers
in small to medium sized cities. Youth will be
encouraged to work on green technology and
renewable energy business solutions and Startup
Pakistan will help startups with participating
in global entrepreneurial events like Annual
Investment Meeting, Web Summit and Global
Entrepreneurship Congress
and startups, involve entrepreneurship
ecosystem players in decision making
dialogue process, attract international
and local investors to invest in Pakistani
startups, bring Startup Nations to Pakistan
and conduct trainings and workshops
through international and national level
Subject Matter Experts (SMEs).
Startup Pakistan will organize Startup
Pakistan Business Plan Competition and
will establish StartUp Pakistan Incubation
Centers in small to medium sized cities.
Youth will be encouraged to work on
green technology and renewable energy
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business solutions and Startup Pakistan
will help startups with participating in
global entrepreneurial events like Annual
Investment Meeting (AIM), Web Summit
and Global Entrepreneurship Congress.
COPAIR has already launched and
executed many successful programs
for youth and women like E-Women,
PinkTaxi, Cyber Security Girl Scouts and
Cyber Security App.
GEN Partner events
Other GEN partners have also planned
activities during Global Entrepreneurship
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Week. JumpStart Pakistan has planned a
6-day international conference LIFT Pakistan with an objective to lift entrepreneurial
ventures of Pakistan.
Startup Grind Pakistan has planned
activities in different cities through its city
chapters. It will also launch its 2018 PakSpain Tech Exchange program in Islamabad.
The Millennium University College (TMUC)
has also planned a series of events at different
campuses all over Pakistan. Alfoze Technologies will organize events in Islamabad. Innovation District 92 and National Incubation
Center will hold Startup Huddle Lahore and
Startup Huddle Islamabad respectively.
Other entrepreneurial organizations and
educational institutions are in final phases
of the planning process. Student Shelter In
Computers will organize an event in Lahore.
Millennium Institute of Professional Development will organize Techer Development
Conference 2018 in Islamabad. PlanX,
acceleration program of Punjab IT Board,
will organize three events in Lahore. Apart
from this other partners are in the process of
finalizing their events.
This is the 9th year of Global
Entrepreneurship Week in Pakistan and it
is becoming bigger every year.
The writer is vice president Global Entrepreneurship Network (GEN) Pakistan
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Govt urges private sector to
become partner in CPEC
Melange Team
Haroon Sharif, Chairman-designate,
Board of Investment has called upon the
private sector to become partner with the
government in CPEC and tap all possible
opportunities of JVs and investment in this
mega development project. He said this
while speaking as Chief Guest at a seminar
titled “Emerging Pakistan under CPEC
Policy Framework” organized by Islamabad
Chamber of Commerce & Industry.
Haroon Sharif said that CPEC was an
excellent example of Pak-China growing
friendship and was critical for the economic
development of Pakistan. He assured that
the government would provide levelplaying field to local and foreign investors
in CPEC. He said Pakistan’s economy was
facing structural challenges and the current
government was taking measures to address
these issues. He said investment-to-GDP
ratio in Pakistan was less than 15 percent
that needed to be doubled to accelerate
economic growth. He stressed that the
private sector should play enhanced role
in economic development of the country.
He said he intended to introduce latest
technology in BoI to facilitate the local and
foreign investors. He lauded ICCI initiative
for organizing seminar on CPEC.
Speaking at the occasion, Sheikh Amir
Waheed, President, Islamabad Chamber of
Commerce & Industry said that business
community has lot of expectations from
CPEC and government should ensure equal
opportunities to local and foreign investors
in SEZs.
He said government should take private
sector fully on board on CPEC and share
its full detail with them so that business
community could exploit all potential business opportunities in CPEC projects. He
said ICCI has set up a CPEC Facilitation
Cell that needed close cooperation of BoI to
facilitate private sector for JVs and investment in CPEC. He said ICCI wanted to
organize more seminars on CPEC in foreign
countries and BoI should cooperate with
Chamber in such endeavors.
Addressing the seminar, Jaing Han,
Political Counselor, Embassy of China
said that CPEC would bring progress and
prosperity to Pakistan. He said Chinese
investors were interested in CPEC and
Pakistani counterparts should accept
them with open heart. He said that Prime
Minister of Pakistan would soon visit China
for which preparations were in full swing.
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He said during his visit, a long agenda of
items including SEZs, trade, social development, agriculture, construction of dams,
economic & technical cooperation and ICT
would be discussed to further strengthen
bilateral cooperation. He said private
sector of Pakistan could take benefit from
Chinese expertise and technology practices
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by setting up JVs with them in CPEC. M.
Naveed Malik Senior Vice President, Nisar
Mirza Vice President ICCI, Naeem Paracha
Chairman ICCI Gwadar Committee, Khalid
Mehmood, Baser Daud, Khalid Chaudhry,
Babar Chaudhry and others also spoke at
the occasion and gave useful suggestions for
successful execution of CPEC.
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Govt must implement policies for
upcoming entrepreneurs: FPCCI
Melange Team
The Research and Policy Division of Federation of Pakistan Chambers of Commerce
and Industry (FPCCI) organized Roundtable
on National SME Policy at FPCCI Head
Office Karachi, Capital Office Islamabad
and Regional Office Lahore through Video
conferencing. The aim of this roundtable
was to identify the issues related to SMEs
policy that hampering the SMEs in Pakistan. The session was graced by Mr. Iftikhar
Ali Malik, Sr. Vice President SAARC-CCI
and attended by Office Bearers of FPCCI,
Presidents of Small Chambers of Commerce
& Industry of Faisalabad, Islamabad, Gilgit,
Jhang, Quetta and Peshawar, Trade Bodies of
FPCCI, Chairman of FPCCI Standing Committee on SMEs, Representatives of SMEDA,
SME Bank, Innovative Capital Development
Forum, State Bank of Pakistan, Association
of Management Development Institute,
stakeholders, academia etc.
In welcome address, Chaudhury Javed
Iqbal, Acting President FPCCI highlighted
the issues of SMEs like access to finance, high
cost of doing business, low value addition,
technological advancement, complicated tax
system etc. He suggested holding of training
sessions in different cities of Pakistan, fixed
tax system, SMEs access to international
market, participation in international exhibitions, coordination among enterprises,
establishment of SMEs zones at district level
etc.
Mr. Iftikhar Ali Malik, Sr. Vice President
SAARC-CCI stated that all the big industrialist is product of SMEs and without promotion of SMEs, our country can’t achieve the
status of development. He highlighted the
journey of his industry from SMEs to large
industrial unit and suggested restriction
on imported product, subsidy on gas and
electricity to SMEs, motivation to young
entrepreneurship, establishment of small
workshops, small industrial development
complex and agriculture workshops for
hybrid and improvement in agriculture
yield etc. Mr. Shafique Anjum, Vice President FPCCI (representing small chamber
of commerce & industry) highlighted the
issues related to high mark up rate of commercial banks on SMEs and taxes on SMEs,
smuggling, lack of financing to storage
capacity. He also underlined the examples
of South East Asian countries like Taiwan,
Singapore, Japan, Vietnam, and Malaysia
whose development is purely based on SMEs.
He added that SME and microfinance bank
and SMEDA should play their due role in
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promotion of SMEs and suggested SMEDA
to update all the feasibility studies which
are available of their website. Syeda Saeeda
Bano Vice President FPCCI underlined the
issues of women entrepreneurs whose are
working under micro business environment
and facing issues related to finance and skills
development. She suggested establishment
of vocational institutes/centers, business
development centers and incubation centers
for new entrepreneurs.
Mr. Rehmatullah Javed Chairman
FPCCI Standing Committee on SMEs said
that SMEDA is the only organization that is
working for SMEs and has failed to produce
conducive SMEs policy. SMEDA should hire
more people from private sector on its Board
for policy advocacy and hold the meetings of
Board of Directors regularly. He indicated
that without financing and other facilities it
is difficult for SMEs to modernize innovate
and expand themselves. He suggested the establishment of SMEs clusters in all provinces,
research centers for SMEs, technological
parks and skill development programs.
Dr. Mirza Ikhtiar Baig, Chairman FPCCI
Standing Committee on Banking, Credit and
Finance emphasized to consider SMEs as
professional and exports oriented industry
and suggested incentives for small industries.
He stated that the SME Policy 2007 was not
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implemented properly and nor the data of
SMEs available for review the progress. He
suggested linking the SME with Vendor
industry for buy back arrangements. He underlined the example of automobile industry
and suggested vendor industry for livestock,
dairy, fishery, leather and textile spinning
machines parts which Pakistan is imported
from China. He also suggested one village
and one product model for rural areas on the
basis on geographical indication which is successful in Thailand. He also highlighted SBP
prudential regulations for SMEs whereon he
will hold session in next month.
The representatives of SMEDA appreciated the efforts of FPCCI for SMEs and
informed that they have constituted National
Steering Committee on SMEs which includes
the Presidents of various chambers for revise
the SMEs policy.
Moreover, they have hired the team of
economist from LUMS who has started visits
to various clusters and held meetings with
stakeholders for identifying the issues of
SMEs. The role of SMEDA has changed after
provincial devolution and 18th amendment
which created problem in implementation
of SME policy 2007. SMEDA agreed that
after drafting of new SME policy they will
arrange sessions with FPCCI and other small
chambers.
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China–Pakistan Economic
Corridor and development
SYED KAMAL HUSSIAN SHAH
China Pakistan Economic Corridor,
CPEC’s potential impact on Pakistan has
been likened to that of the Marshall Plan
undertaken by the United States in post-war
Europe. China Pakistan economic corridor
comprising a collection of projects currently
under construction at a cost of $54 billion.
Corridor stretching from the Chinese border
to Pakistan’s deep water ports on the Arabian
Sea date back to the 1950s, and motivated
construction of the Karakoram Highway
beginning in 1959.
Chinese interest in Pakistan’s deep-water
harbour at Gwadar had been rekindled by
1998 and in 2002 China began construction at Gwadar port which was completed
in 2006.
Pakistani officials predict that the project
will result in the creation of upwards of
700,000 direct jobs between 2015–2030,
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and add 2 to 2.5 percentage points to the
country’s annual economic growth.Were all
the planned projects to be implemented,
the value of those projects would be equal
to all foreign direct investment in Pakistan
since 1970, and would be equivalent to 17%

Musharraf ’s step down. The subsequent
government of the Pakistan Peoples Party
proposed it again when President Asif Ali
Zardari invited heads of all the political parties to a Luncheon in honour of the Chinese
Premier Li Keqiang at the Aiwan-e-Sadr on

The CPEC project envisages major upgrades
and overhauls to Pakistan’s transportation
infrastructure. Under the CPEC project, China
has announced financing $10.63 billion worth of
transportation infrastructure so far.
of Pakistan’s 2015 gross domestic product
The current form of the project was first
proposed by General Pervez Musharraf.
however it was postponed owing to the political instability in the country that followed
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22 May 2013.Chinese Premier Li Keqiang
and the Pakistani President Asif Ali Zardari
have agreed to build an economic corridor
between the two countries.
In 2014 Pakistan Prime Minister Nawaz
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Sharif met with Premier Li Kequiang in
China to discuss further plans, resulting in
the full scope of the project to be devised
under Sharif ’s tenure, In November 2014,
Chinese government announced its intention to finance Chinese companies as part
of its $45.6 billion energy and infrastructure
projects in Pakistan as part of CPEC. Which
is roughly 20% of Pakistan’s annual GDP,
with approximately $28 billion worth of
fast-tracked “Early Harvest” projects to be
developed by the end of 2018. As a gesture
of friendship, the Pakistani capital at that
time was dotted with slogans and signboards
such as “Pakistan-China friendship is higher
than the mountains, deeper than the oceans,
sweeter than honey, and stronger than
steel”[34] – an oft repeated phrase coined
by the Chinese to describe their deep ties to
Pakistan.
Gwadar forms the crux of the CPEC
project, as it is envisaged to be the link
between China’s ambitious One Belt, One
Road project, and its Maritime Silk Road
project. In total, more than $1 billion worth
of projects are to be developed around the
port of Gwadar by December 2017. China
will grant Pakistan $230 million to construct
a new international airport in Gwadar which
is to be operational by December 2017.
The city of Gwadar is further being
developed by the construction of a 300MW
coal power plant, a desalinisation plant, and
a new 300 bed hospital. Plans for Gwadar
city also include construction of the East
Bay Expressway – a 19 kilometre controlledaccess road that will connect Gwadar Port
to the Makran Coastal Highway,] These
additional projects are estimated to cost
$800 million, and are to be financed by 0%
interest loans extended by the Exim Bank of
China to Pakistan.
The CPEC project envisages major
upgrades and overhauls to Pakistan’s transportation infrastructure. Under the CPEC
project, China has announced financing
for $10.63 billion worth of transportation
infrastructure so far; $6.1 billion have been
allocated for constructing “Early Harvest”
roadway projects at an interest rate of 1.6
percent. The CPEC project envisages major
upgrades and overhauls to Pakistan’s transportation infrastructure. Under the CPEC
project, China has announced financing
for $10.63 billion worth of transportation
infrastructure so far.
The CPEC project including rebuilding
of the entire Main Line 1 railway between
Karachi and Peshawar by 2020, this single
railway currently handles 70% of Pakistan
Railways traffic. In addition to the Main
Line 1 railway, upgrades and expansions
are slated for the Main Line 2 railway, Main
Line 3 railway. The CPEC plan also calls
for completion of a rail link over the 4,693meter high Khunjerab Pass. The railway will
provide direct access for Chinese and East
Asian goods to Pakistani seaports at Karachi
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800m
dollars estimated cost of additional projects to be financed by

0%

interest loans extended by the
Exim Bank of China to Pakistan

and Gwadar by 2030.
Energy generation will be a major focus
of the CPEC project, approximately $33
billion expected to be invested in this sector.
Liquefied natural gas power LNG projects are also considered vital to CPEC. The
Chinese government has announced its intention to build a $2.5 billion 711 kilometre
long liquid natural gas pipeline from Gwadar
to Nawabshah in province as part of CPEC.
The long-term plan for the period 202530 during the CPEC summit held in Islamabad on August 30, 2016. The plan includes
coperation over livelihood, water resources,
livestock, people-to-people communications
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and financial matters. Under the plan, agricultural information project, storage and
distribution of agricultural equipment and
construction project, agricultural mechanisation, demonstration and machinery leasing project and fertiliser production project
for producing 800,000 tons of fertiliser and
100,000 tons of bio-organic fertiliser will be
implemented.
As part of CPEC, the two countries
signed an Economic and Technical Cooperation Agreementas well as pledged to
“China-Pakistan Joint Cotton Bio-Tech
Laboratory,The two countries also pledged to
establish the “China-Pakistan Joint Marine
Research Center” with State Oceanic Administration and Pakistan’s Ministry of Science
and Technology. Also as part of the CPEC
agreement, Pakistan and China have agreed
to co-operate in the field of space research,
many other,
The two nations also pledged cooperation in field ranging from anti-narcotic
efforts. Approximately $11 billion worth of
infrastructure projects being developed by
the Pakistani government will be financed by
concessionary loans, with composite interest
rates of 1.6%.
CPEC is considered economically vital
to Pakistan in helping it drive economic
growth, The Straits of Malacca provide
China with its shortest maritime access
to Europe, Africa, and the Middle East,
Approximately 80% pass of its Middle
Eastern energy imports also pass through
the Straits of Malacca.As the world’s biggest
oil importer. The heads of various Central
Asian republics have expressed their desire
to connect their infrastructure networks to
the CPEC project via China.
twitter @shahsabg
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Chief Executive Officer Tarek Hamdy

an authentic name in real estate…

A

Saima Zaman

n exhilarating new player has
recently entered in the Pakistan’s
Real Estate market. Unlike the
existing names, this brand really
knows how to differentiate itself from the
crowd. Eighteen is a luxury real estate
project comes through a joint venture
between Egypt-based Ora Developers and
Pakistan’s Saif Group in conjunction with
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Kohistan Builders and Developers. Eighteen
Islamabad is spread across an area of 2.7 million square yards, and features over 2,000
residential units, divided equally between
villas and apartments. “We have 15 buildings
in the business hub, a 7,200-yard, 18-hole
golf course, a five-star hotel of 150 rooms
and retail and commercial areas”, Tarek
Hamdy, the chief executive officer (CEO)
at Eighteen revealed. Eighteen Islamabad
is situated on Kashmir Highway minutes
Away from Islamabad Lahore Motorway
and Islamabad New International Air Port.
Hence the area is brilliant as it gives simple
access to Motorway, New Islamabad Airport,
DownTown and all parts of Islamabad and
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Rawalpindi through Kashmir Highway and
GT Road. Chairman Ora Developers Naguib
Sawiris commented, “We have shown a
wonderful master plan for a development
which I believe will revolutionise real estate
projects in Pakistan. Ora, working with these
highly respected partners, will be creating
a new lifestyle destination in a world-class
capital city. I am very pleased to be involved
with the project and very excited by what we
will achieve."
Through this project, the builders
will introduce an international style of
living and architecture to Pakistan so that
Pakistanis can benefit from the actual real
estate. Hamdy said in an interview that the
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project has its unique characteristics. “We are
building units on only 16% of the land. The
density is low. Usually, developers opt for 25
to 30% area for construction. This means
our project will have plenty of open spaces
and green areas. “We have opted not to go
for high-rise buildings despite having secured
the approval to build structures as high as
165 feet. We are building only ground-plus-4,
5 and a maximum of 7 storey complexes, with
an aim to reduce the carbon footprint.”
The master plan was conceptualised by
collision RTKL and developed by renowned
architects and urban planners WATG of
America. The unique and challenging golf
course has been designed by IDG in the UK.
Tarek Hamdy, further explained why the
scheme is so unique, saying: "All the villas
and apartments have been carefully located
with views over the golf course and are linked
by wide parkways and open streets. The
feeling is of space and privacy which will
give a select group of people the homes they
have always dreamt of. The amenities are
second to none, delivered in a safe, secure
and exclusive location." After establishing its
strong presence within the real estate industry of Pakistan, and extending its foothold in
Dubai, Eighteen has announced its arrival
in northwest Europe with a grand launch
event in London, at The Dorchester, in June
this year. The event attracted several overseas
Pakistanis along with notables of the localities of UK. Ora as a major shareholder brings
with it a wealth of experience covering projects in the UK, Egypt, Kazakhstan, Cyprus
and Grenada, including the Nile Towers, Pier
88 and Pyramid Hills in Egypt, Silver Sands
in Grenada and Ayia Napa Marina in Cyprus.
About the project’s expansion, eighteen
was quite firm that they will reinvest in Pakistani cities and recently they ensured it as
well. Eighteen, Pakistan’s most luxurious and
modern, mixed use, residential project, in
an aim to enhance more convenience for its
investors and end-users based in the city of
lights, has announced the opening of its sales
office in Karachi in September this year. The
launch event of eighteen’s booking and sales
office in Karachi also marked the inauguration by Tarek Hamdy, CEO, Eighteen along
with other senior officials of the group. The
event was attended by socialites, and Real
Estate Professionals.
The launch of the sales operations in

We have 15 buildings in the business hub, a 7,200yard, 18-hole golf course, a five-star hotel of 150
rooms and retail and commercial areas
		Chief executive officer Eighteen Tarek Hamdy
Karachi by Eighteen will not just facilitate the
residents of the mega city but will also enable
them to experience world class services and
accommodation solutions, thus building a
prominent benchmark within the real estate
sector of Pakistan. Alongside, it will provide
equal opportunity for the potential investors
to target the Karachi market, which possesses
high net worth and comprises renowned
business communities within. The project’s
security arrangement includes separate gates
for different areas, which would add to the
safety feature. The developers are in the process of establishing a special purpose vehicle
company in which they will invest some of
the equity. This company will be responsible
for long-term operations of the project.
On investment in Gwadar, Hamdy said
the port city currently houses a major industrial zone, but project developers will soon
begin to look at it from a “residential” point
of view. “Gwadar is in the early phase of development. We are surveying Pakistan with a
broad outlook and expect consultants to provide us with studies on the market situation.”
However, Hamdy said, like every country,
Pakistan has its own set of challenges, that
investors will have to work around in order to
capitalise on the opportunities. A shortage of

housing units will boost construction activity
in Pakistan as the urban population grows by
nearly 30 million by 2027. Construction has
been one of the largest recipients of foreign
direct investment and in the first seven
months of this fiscal year $380 million was
invested in the sector, according to central
bank data. Eighteen Islamabad presents an
array of luxurious living options suitable
for families of all sizes. For couples, there
are chic, city-style apartments, dramatically
designed with wide-angle, uninterrupted
views of the golf course. For larger families
or those who desire more space, eighteen
offers lavish private villas. These four- and
eight-Kanal villas are designed in an intriguing and exclusive crescent shape. They are
truly extraordinary homes. Anwar Saifullah
Khan, vice chairman, Eighteen, said, “Today
Eighteen is delighted to bring international
standards of living for the people of Peshawar, who can now experience this modern,
mixed use, residential project just like the
way they imagined.”
Speaking about the distinguishing factors that separate Eighteen from other real
estate projects in the country, he said, “All
the villas and apartments have been designed
exclusively in view of the modern ideology
of people, and we have tried to add in every
bit of this thought process into bringing
the dream residential project of people into
reality. The privacy measures have been carefully taken care of, with the amenities being
second to none, thus delivering a safe, secure
and exclusive location designed around the
18-hole golf course” hedded.
Writer is the Assistant Editor ‘Mélange int’l
Magazine’, ‘The Asian Telegraph’ & Project
Coordinator (COPAIR); a degree holder in
communication & media sciences.
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Life Style

Dr Arif Alvi and First
Lady Samina Alvi

Melange Team

D

r. Arif Alvi
is a politician,
dentist and a parliamentarian. He is a founding member
of Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf and was the
Secretary-General of the party from 2006 till
2013. Dr. Arif Alvi had previously contested
the 1997 general elections as a provincial
assembly candidate from DHA area in
Karachi and then later again in the 2002
general elections as a National Assembly candidate. In 2013 he was elected as a Member
of the National Assembly of Pakistan from
Constituency NA-250 Karachi. More than
76,000 people who stood up for change
voted for him. This was despite a serious
law and order situation, blatant rigging and
threats to people not to cast their votes.
Dr Arif Alvi is happily married with his
wife Samina Alvi and they have four children,
all married and settled with their families. Dr
Alvi enjoys his grandchildren tremendously
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and considers them
as one of greatest
joys and pleasures
of his life. He used to play
squash, cricket, hockey etc in his younger
days and now enjoys casual games as well as
watching them.
He belongs to a well educated family. He
received his early education in his home town
in Karachi. He completed his Bachelor's
degree in Dentistry from the University of
Punjab. He graduated with Master’s degree
in Prosthodontics from University of Michigan. He also earned Master’s degree in Orthodontics from the University of Pacific. He
served as a President of Asia Pacific Dental
Federation. Dr Arif Alvi is One of the few
original authors of the Pakistan Tehreek-eInsaf party constitution. He Started out his
political career serving as the President of
the student union at the de'Montmonrency
College of Dentistry in Lahore, Pakistan.
In 1969, Dr. Alvi was active in the student
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movement during General Ayub Khan
era and fought for democracy in Pakistan.
During one of the protests on the Mall Road
in Lahore he was shot and wounded and
still proudly carries a bullet embedded in
his right arm as a mark of his struggle for
democracy in Pakistan. He was the Jamaate-Islami candidate for Provincial Assembly in
Karachi in 1979. However, elections were not
held. Arif Alvi had discussions with Imran
Khan before PTI was formed and became a
founding member founding member in 1996.
He has been serving in the CEC since
1996 without a break. He was appointed the
President of PTI Sindh Chapter in 1997. In
2001, he was promoted to Vice President of
PTI. In 2006, Dr. Arif Alvi became the Sec-

the 28th Asia Pacific Dental Congress.
He has Fellowships of the International
College of Dentists, Fellow of The American College of Dentists and of The Pierre
Fauchard Academy in recognition of his
outstanding academic, clinical and professional achievements. Dean of the Faculty of
Orthodontics of the College of Physicians and
Surgeons Pakistan. In 2006 he was elected as
the President of Asia Pacific Dental Federation.
In 2007 he was elected as a Councelor of
the FDI World Dental Federation, the first
time a Pakistani has been elected. More than
a 100 countries voted him in twice for three
year terms each.
Dr Arif Alvi is known to write occasion-

retary General of Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf
until 2013. Dr. Arif Alvi contested as a Sindh
Provincial Assembly candidate from Defence
/ Clifton area in 1997 and later in 2002 as a
National Assembly candidate from Baldia
in Karachi. He won the NA-250 National
Assembly seat in the general elections held
in 2013 with a huge margin. His political
career has seen several ups and downs, but
he remained steadfast in his stance to make
Pakistan a better country to live in.
In 1997 Dr. Arif Alvi was declared a
Diplomat of the American Board of Orthodontics and was the primary author of the
constitution of the Pakistan Dental Association and has been the elected President of the
Pakistan Dental Association.
He was Chairman of the first Pakistan
International Dental Conference in 1981. In
1987 he was Chairman of the Third Pakistan
International Dental Conference which was
inaugurated by Prime Minister Junejo and
was the Patron of the Fifth Pakistan International Dental Conference inaugurated by the
President of Pakistan. He is also Chairman of

ally on a blog titled Teeth Maestro and now
writes on the NA-250 Blog. He has been
recognised as one of the leading dentists in
Karachi. His father Dr. Habib ur Rehman
Elahi Alvi who practiced dentistry in India
migrated to Pakistan in 1947 and opened a
dental practice in Saddar, Karachi.
Dr Elahi Alvi was a dentist to Jawaharlal
Nehru and the family has letters from Mr
Nehru to Dr Alvi in their possession.
Dr Alvi was made a Trustee of the trust
established by Shirinbai Jinnah (Quaid-eAzam's siter) to which she gift all her worldly
belongings including the Mohatta Palace in
Karachi. He is the Managing Trustee of the
said Trust.
He is a trustee of many other charitable
organisation and is involved in many philanthropic movements. As a first lady Begum
Samina Alvi follow the footstep her Husband
and launched the elimination of breast
cancer campaign under the auspices of Pink
Ribbon in Islamabad. She urges the media
to play an active role in creating awareness
among masses about the disease.
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Jacinda
Ardren
youngest Female Prime
Minister of New Zealand

N

Melange Team

ew Zealand’s third female PM, and at 37 youngest
leader since Edward Stafford in 1856, Jacinda Ardern
had the most meteoric rise to power of any New
Zealand PM – three months prior to being sworn in,
she was not even leader of her party.
After graduating from the University of Waikato in 2001,
Ardern began her career working as a researcher in the office
of Prime Minister Helen Clark. She later worked in the United
Kingdom as a policy advisor to British Prime Minister Tony Blair.
In 2008, she was elected President of the International Union of
Socialist Youth. Ardern became a list MP in 2008, a position she
held for almost ten years until her election to the Mount Albert
electorate in the 2017 by-election, held on 25 February. She was
unanimously elected as Deputy Leader of the Labour Party on 1
March 2017, following the resignation of Annette King. Ardern
became Leader of the Labour Party on 1 August 2017, after Andrew
Little resigned from the position following a historically low poll
result for the party. In the general election of 23 September 2017,
the Labour Party won 46 seats (a net gain of 14), putting it behind
the National Party, led by Bill English, which won 56 seats. After
negotiations with National and Labour, the New Zealand First party
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chose to enter into a minority coalition government with Labour,
supported by the Greens, with Ardern as Prime Minister.
Ideologically, Ardern describes herself as both a social democrat
and a progressive. She is the world's youngest female head of government, having taken office at age 37. Giving birth to a daughter
on 21 June 2018, Ardern became the world's second elected head
of government to give birth while in office.
Ahead of the 2008 election, Ardern was ranked 20th on
Labour's party list. This was a very high placement for someone
who was not already a sitting MP, and virtually assured her of a
seat in Parliament. Accordingly, Ardern returned from London to
campaign full-time. She also became Labour's candidate for the
safe National electorate of Waikato. Ardern was unsuccessful in
the electorate vote, but her high placement on Labour's party list
allowed her to enter Parliament as a list MP. Upon election, she
became the youngest sitting MP in Parliament, succeeding fellow
Labour MP Darren Hughes, and remained the youngest MP until
the election of Gareth Hughes on 11 February 2010.
Opposition leader Phil Goff promoted Ardern to the front
bench, naming her Labour's spokesperson for Youth Affairs and as
associate spokesperson for Justice (Youth Affairs).
She has made regular appearances on TVNZ's Breakfast programme as part of the "Young Guns" feature, in which she appeared
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alongside National MP (and future National leader) Simon Bridges.
Ardern contested the seat of Auckland Central for Labour in
the 2011 general election, standing against incumbent National
MP Nikki Kaye for National and Greens candidate Denise Roche.
Despite targeting Green voters to vote strategically for her, she lost
to Kaye by 717 votes. However, she returned to Parliament via the
party list, on which she was ranked 13th. She maintained an office
within the electorate while a listed MP based in Auckland Central.
After Goff resigned from the Party leadership following his
defeat at the 2011 election, Ardern supported David Shearer over
David Cunliffe. She was elevated to the fourth-ranking position in
the Shadow Cabinet on 19 December 2011, becoming a spokesperson for social development under new leader David Shearer.
Ardern stood again in Auckland Central at the 2014 general
election. She again finished second though increased her own vote
and reduced Kaye's majority from 717 to 600. Ranked 5th on
Labour's list Ardern was still returned to Parliament where she
became Shadow spokesperson for Justice, Children, Small Business,
and Arts & Culture under new leader Andrew Little.
On 19 October 2017, New Zealand First leader Winston Peters
agreed to form a coalition with Labour, making Ardern the next
Prime Minister. This coalition will receive confidence and supply
from the Green Party. Ardern named Peters as Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs. She also gave New Zealand
First five ministerial posts in her government, with Peters and three
other ministers serving in Cabinet.
On 20 October, Ardern confirmed that she would hold the
ministerial portfolios of National Security and Intelligence, Arts,
Culture and Heritage, and Vulnerable Children, reflecting the
shadow positions she held as Leader of the Opposition. However,
as of 25 October 2017 her position as Minister for Vulnerable
Children had been replaced with the role of Minister for Child
Poverty Reduction, and New Zealand First MP Tracey Martin took
on the role of Minister for Children. She was officially sworn in by
Governor-General Dame Patsy Reddy on 26 October, alongside her
Cabinet. Upon taking office, Ardern said that her government would
be "focused, empathetic and strong".
On 5 November 2017, Ardern made her first official overseas
trip to Australia, where she met Australian Prime Minister Malcolm
Turnbull for the first time. Relations between the two countries
had been strained in the preceding months because of Australia's
treatment of New Zealanders living in the country, and shortly
before taking office, Ardern had spoken of the need to rectify this
situation, and to develop a better working relationship with the
Australian government. Turnbull described the meeting in cordial

Ardern describes herself as both a
social democrat and a progressive.
She is the world’s youngest female
head of government, having taken
office at age 37. Giving birth to a
daughter on 21 June 2018, Ardern
became the world’s second elected
head of government to give birth
while in office
terms: "we trust each other...The fact we are from different political
traditions is irrelevant". Ardern flew to Vietnam on 9 November for
her first visit to an APEC summit.
On 19 January 2018, Ardern announced that she was pregnant
and that Winston Peters would take the role of Acting Prime
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Minister for six weeks after the birth. Following the birth of a
daughter, she took her maternity leave from 21 June to 2 August
2018.
On 2 February, Ardern travelled to Waitangi for the annual
Waitangi Day commemoration; she stayed in Waitangi for five
days, an unprecedented length. Ardern became the first female
Prime Minister to speak from the top marae. Her visit was largely
well-received by Mori leaders, with commentators noting a sharp
contrast with the acrimonious responses received by several of her
predecessors.
On 20 April,
Ardern attended the
Commonwealth Heads
of Government Meeting 2018 in London,
where she was selected
to deliver a toast to the
Commonwealth at a
state banquet of world
leaders. She also had
her first private audience with the Queen.
On 5 September
2018, Ardern travelled
to Nauru, where she
attended the Pacific
Islands Forum. Media
and political opponents
criticised her decision
to travel separately
from the rest of her
contingent so that she
could spend more time
with her daughter. Critics charged that the additional flight would cost taxpayers up to
NZ$100,000. Ardern had earlier rebuffed suggestions that she
should not attend the Forum, citing tradition; she would have been
the first New Zealand prime minister since 1971 to not attend the
Forum outside an election cycle. She was later criticised for not
meeting refugees in Nauru.
On 24 September, Ardern became the first female head of government to attend the United Nations General Assembly meeting
with her infant present. Her address to the General Assembly on
27 September praised the United Nations for its multilateralism,
expressed support for the world's youth, and called for immediate
attention to the effects and causes of climate change, for the equality
of women, and for kindness as the basis for action.

After Goff resigned from
the Party leadership
following his defeat at
the 2011 election, Ardern
supported David Shearer
over David Cunliffe. She
was elevated to the
fourth-ranking position
in the Shadow Cabinet
on 19 Dec 2011, becoming
a spokesperson for social
development under new
leader David Shearer
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Session of UN General
Assembly at a glance…

			

T

Grate

he United Nations General Assembly is the main deliberative body
of the UN. It is one of six organs
of the UN, and makes decisions on
important questions concerning peace and
security. The UNGA was established in 1945
under the Charter of the United Nations, and
comprises all 193 members of the UN. The
UNGA is also made up of various boards,
commissions, committees, councils, panels
and working groups. The subject of these
sub-bodies uses to focus on both the running
of the General Assembly and discussion of
priorities and issues. The general assembly
has a range of vital decisions to make within
the UN system, including appointing the secretary general, electing the non-permanent
members of the Security Council and approving the UN regular budget. Most importantly,
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it is the main global forum for discussing
international political cooperation, threats to
peace and economic development, as well as
the huge range of social, humanitarian and
cultural issues that come under the remit of
the United Nations.
The UNGA also:
• considers and approves the UN budget
• elects non-permanent members of the
security council
• discusses questions of international
peace and security, and of the scope
of the UN Charter, unless the Security
Council is currently discussing it
• initiates studies into international issues
• makes recommendations for the peaceful settlement of any situation
• considers reports from other bodies
The UNGA, the main policy-making
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body of the UN, was created under Chapter
IV of the Charter of the United Nations,
signed in San Francisco on 26 June 1945. The
Charter outlines its key functions, including
“promoting international co-operation in the
economic, social, cultural, educational, and
health fields, and assisting in the realization
of human rights and fundamental freedoms
for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion”. The Assembly meets from
September to December each year and then
again from January to August, if required.
Representatives debate and make decisions
on issues such as peace and security and the
admittance of new members. As outlined, the
Assembly may approve the UN budget, elect
non-permanent members of the UN Security
Council, and appoint the Secretary General,
among other things.
The General Assembly is tasked with
voting on resolutions brought forward by
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member countries, which can be referred
to the Security Council to be made binding.
Perhaps the biggest win of the UNGA in
recent years was in September 2015, when
the Assembly agreed on a set of 17 Sustainable Development Goals to be achieved by
2030. All countries pledged to work together
to eradicate poverty and hunger, protect the
planet and foster peace. One of the General
Assembly’s earliest achievements was to agree
on the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights in 1948, outlining global standards
for human rights.
The Assembly adopts resolutions which
help to establish standards and codify international law, on the basis of representativeness (1 State = 1 vote) and debate (forum for
negotiations and discussion).
It also decides on the organization’s internal operations: it admits new members upon
recommendation of the Security Council, it
examines and approves the budget, and it
appoints the UN Secretary-General upon
recommendation of the Security Council.
The 73rd session of the UN General
Assembly (UNGA 73) opened at the UN
Headquarters in New York City on September 18. On this occasion, Heads of State and
of Government and other high-level national
representatives met each other to present
their priorities and discuss global issues.
Proceedings of the 73rd session…
The 73rd Session of the UN General Assembly (UNGA 73) has taken place in New
York, on 18th September 2018. Mrs. María
Fernanda Espinosa Garcés, President of the
73rd Session of the UN General Assembly
on her opening statement said, “I am honoured to address you for the first time as
President of the General Assembly. I speak
with a profound sense of responsibility and
commitment to the United Nations Charter
and its founding principles. I also feel the
deepest respect for the world’s peoples,
whose well-being is our principal goal.Over
the past several weeks I have had the good
fortune to meet with many of you as I have
prepared myself and my Office for this great
challenge. Our consultations have made me
appreciate how much has been done over the
past decade to revitalize the workings of the
General Assembly and enhance its capacity to
address the challenges facing Member States
and their diverse societies”.
The first day of the high-level General
Debate was held on 25th September 2018.
From 23rd to 24th September, the Intergovernmental Conference to Adopt a Global
Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration has taken place at UN Headquarters.
María Fernanda Espinosa Garcés, President
elect of the 73rd session of the UN General
Assembly (UNGA), has announced in July
2018 that the theme of the general debate
will be, ‘Making the United Nations Relevant
to All People: Global Leadership and Shared
Responsibilities for Peaceful, Equitable and
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Sustainable Societies. On 24th September,
the UNGA hold a high-level plenary meeting
on global peace in honor of the centenary
of the birth of Nelson Mandela, known as
the Nelson Mandela Peace Summit. Nelson
Mandela Peace Summit Unanimously Adopts
Declaration, Resolving to ‘Move Beyond
Words’, Redouble Efforts towards Peaceful,
Prosperous, Fair World. In May 2018 the
Permanent Representatives of South Africa
and Ireland, serving as co-facilitators, began
consulting with governments on the content
of the declaration. On 26th of September,
the UNGA hold a high-level meeting on
the fight against tuberculosis, as agreed by
Member States in February 2018. World
Leaders Reaffirmed Commitment to end
Tuberculosis by 2030, as General Assembly
Adopted Declaration Outlining Actions for
Increased Financing, Treatment Access.
On 27th of September, the UN hold a
one-day comprehensive review of the progress achieved in the prevention and control
of non-communicable diseases (NCDs),
which was the third high-level meeting of
the UNGA on the issue. Non-Communicable
Diseases Must Be Embedded in Greater
Health, Development Agenda, as SecretaryGeneral told High-Level General Assembly
Meeting.
A number of events have taken place in
parallel to the opening of the 73rd session
of the UNGA under the banners of Global
Goals Week 2018 and Climate Week 2018.
The world is suffering from "trust deficit
disorder," UN Secretary-General Antonio
Guterres said in remarks ahead of world
leaders' speeches at the UN headquarters
in New York. People are losing faith in
political establishments, power relations
are unclear and "democratic principles are
under siege," Guterres said. "The world is
more connected, yet societies are becoming
more fragmented. Challenges are growing
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outward, while many people are turning
inward," the UN chief added. US President
Donald Trump said that in less than two
years since his election, his country has never
been "stronger, safer and richer". Speaking
at the UN General Assembly in New York,
Trump also highlighted his achievement with
North Korea, but added that sanctions will
continue until denuclearisation is carried
out. US President Trump has declared that
America's trade deficit with China is "unacceptable". In a speech before the UN, Trump
said that the world trading system "is in dire
need of change", complaining that over the
last two decades the US has suffered $13
trillion in trade deficit with China. He also
chaired the UN Security Council meeting on
weapons of mass destruction. North Korea's
foreign minister, unexpectedly, joined the
meeting along with his Chinese counterpart.
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan
has renounced the United Nations Security
for "standing idle to the oppression" in Myanmar, Palestine and Bosnia among other
nations. In a speech before the UN, Erdogan
said that "those who remained silent on the
oppression of the Palestinians" are only encouraging the oppressors. French President
Emmanuel Macron called for "dialogue and
multilateralism" on Iran, in a thinly veiled
response to Trump's push for tough, US-led
sanctions. Jordan's King Abdullah has called
on world leaders to work together to put the
Israeli-Palestinian peace process "back on
track". Qatar's leader Sheikh Tamim called
on the UN General Assembly to reject "the
rule of force" to resolve political and security
disputes in the world and the Middle East.
Iranian President Hassan Rouhani said that
world security is under threat by some states'
"recklessness and disregard" of international
values and institutions. Germany and Saudi
Arabia have agreed to end a prolonged diplomatic row that prompted the kingdom to
pull its ambassador from Berlin and punish
German firms operating in the country.
Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi
dismissed the claim of US President Donald
Trump that Beijing is trying to influence
the outcome of the midterm US elections in
November. In his statement before the UN
Security Council, Wang said that it is China's
long-standing policy "of non-interference of
the domestic affairs of other countries".
Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov
denounced what he said are "baseless accusations" of Russian interference in foreign
affairs and lashed out at US policies in Iran,
Syria and Venezuela.
Lavrov used Russia's speech at the annual
UN General Assembly to vigorously defend
multilateral organisations like the United
Nations and warn against unilateral moves
by the US or other countries.
Writer is Staff Reporter Mélange for Europe
& Coordinator Center of Pakistan and International Relations (COPAIR)
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TDAS ‘18

Egypt&

Pakistan

celebrate 70 years of bilateral relations

T

Saima Zaman

he South Asian Strategic Stability
Institute University (SASSI) in
collaboration with the Embassy
of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan in Cairo hosted Dialogue
and Trade Summit. Titled as “CPEC-BRI
Cairo Dialogue and Trade Summit: Building
Partnership Through Trade Transformation:
The Suez Canal And Gwadar – The Gateway”
it aims to celebrate the 70-year-old bilateral
relationship between Pakistan and Egypt. The
Summit was held in Cairo at the Grand Nile
Tower.
The two day event (24-25 September)
was attended by Ministers from both states,
ambassadors, government functionaries, trade
representatives as well as academicians. Some
of the major participants included the Federal
Minister for Planning, Development & Reforms Makhdoom Khusro Bakthiar. Minister
of Planning Hala el-Saeed, deputy minister of
transportation, Chairman of the Commercial
Representation Authority Ahmed Antar, and
Ambassador of Pakistan Mushtaq Ali Shah, in
addition to the host President of SASSI Maria
Sultan also attended the summit.
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The private sector delegates were
experienced businessmen & Trade Leaders
which included Engineer Daro Khan Former
President Quetta Chamber and former VP
of FPCCI, Ms. Falahat Imran, President
Women Chamber Lahore, Ms. Azra Jamsheed
Executive Committee Member of Women
Chamber Peshawar, Mr. Taimur Ali Malik

it fitted into his early plans to open up CPEC
to other countries. While Egypt may not be
able to contribute financially to CPEC, the
linking with the Suez canal which is which is
considered to be the shortest link between the
east and the west due to its unique geographic
location. A synergy between Gwadar and the
Suez Canal will help raise the scope and size

“Trade through the Indian Ocean is expected to rise
with the emergence of China as a global economic
superpower,” said a statement released by SASSI
Executive Director Guard Group of Pakistan.
Mr Azmat Javed, Director International
Marketing Grand Group & Chairman Energy
Committee & Vice Chairman SME Central
Committee of FPCCI. Engineer Raza Shami,
Former Secretary General Industry Owners
Association. Lahore & Vice Chairman SME
Regional standing committee FPCCI & LCCI.
This event was very important as it delved
on how Pakistan and Egypt both could exploit
the significance of the Indian Ocean in the
coming years based on their relationship.
The rapid developing trends of globalization,
including increased trade relations between
countries and regions, have essentially reconfigured the defense and industrial sector with
international collaborative linkages edging out
erstwhile stand-alone national industries towards joint ventures and increased prospects
in trade and investments.
The presence of Federal Minister Khusro
Bakhtiar was also very significant. As the main
theme of the Summit revolved around the
linking of CPEC via Gwadar to the Suez canal,
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of CPEC.
A summit exploring economic opportunities emerging from China’s Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI) is being hosted by the South
Asian Strategic Stability Institute (SASSI) in
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Cairo.
The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) is a centerpiece project of BRI. President Xi Jinping’s BRI, unveiled in 2013, aims
to bolster a sprawling network of land and
sea links with Southeast Asia, Central Asia,
the Middle East, Europe and Africa. Trade exchange between Egypt and Pakistan exceeded
$200 million, reaching $231 million in 2017,
Egyptian Minister of Planning Hala el-Saeed
said while addressing the summit.
“Trade through the Indian Ocean is
expected to rise with the emergence of China
as a global economic superpower,” said a statement released by SASSI.
“Pakistan and Egypt are two important
Belt Road initiative (BRI) members occupying
key access points along the global maritime
trade routes. The Suez canal and Gwadar are
expected to emerge as mega seaports with
unprecedented trade volume passing through
in the coming decades.”
The conference further aims to highlight
the benefits of mutual collaboration and
explore how the two countries can capitalise
on opportunities presented by BRI and its
CPEC artery.
The forum will promote and support and
open and unbiased exchange of ideas, demonstrate continued commitment to constructive
dialogue with the international community
and regional partners. It aims to enhance economic cooperation, regional connectivity and
business activity.
Such summits are essential for the
economic benefit of Pakistan and also help
it diversify both its economy and diplomacy.
Pakistan and Egypt while both being Muslim
countries did not enjoy closeness owing to
Cold War politics in which both belonged
to different blocs. However, the Belt & Road
Initiative through CPEC and changing geoeconomics can help these two nations leave
their past behind.
Writer is the Assistant Editor ‘Mélange int’l
Magazine’, ‘The Asian Telegraph’ & Project
Coordinator (COPAIR); a degree holder in
communication & media sciences.
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Pak-Saudi
relations
on the threshold of new era…
Erum Akbar
Pakistani Prime Minister Imran Khan is
being widely praised for his drastic steps,
including the austerity measures he took
within one month of coming into power.
His first official visit to Saudi Arabia is even
more commendable for mending ties that
saw a downward trend in recent years due
to blunders committed by his predecessors.
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Prime Minister Imran Khan’s maiden visit
to Saudi Arabia has been highlighted in the
Gulf media as ‘start of a new era’. The major
newspapers of the region highlighted the visit
on their front pages and as top story on their
websites. In his first victory speech, Imran
Khan spoke of Saudi Arabia and Iran, two
major strategic and political players in the
Middle East.
He stated that his government will
further improve its relationship with Iran
and Saudi Arabia, which is an old friend
that has always stood by Pakistan in times
of crisis. He also expressed his desire to play
a conciliatory and peacemaking role in the
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resolution of conflict that has plagued the
region for many years.
Mr Khan arrived in the kingdom and
prayed at the Prophet’s Mosque in Medina,
where the doors to the Prophet Muhammad’s
final resting place were opened in a sign of
respect for the visiting dignitaries. He later
met with King Salman as part of his first
state visit overseas. During the talks, they
reviewed the close relations between the two
countries, the prospects for their development and strengthening in various fields,
as well as the latest regional developments.
The meeting was attended by Prince Khalid
Al Faisal, Advisor to the King, Prince of
Makkah Region, Prince Mansour bin Mteb
bin Abdulaziz and a number of other officials
from both countries. Islamabad has invited
Saudi Arabia to become the third partner in
the Belt and Road corridor of major infrastructure projects inside Pakistan.
The announcement comes on the back of
a two-day trip to Saudi Arabia by new Prime
Minister Imran Khan. On the economic
front, there are many developments. The
first is the official offer to the United Arab
Emirates (UAE) and Saudi Arabia to join the
China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
Foreign investment in the project will bring
stability along with foreign reserves that the
country needs at this point in time. This is a
decision beneficial for both countries; however, one aspect which needs to be considered
is the timeline during which the agreement
bears fruit for all the parties involved. Pakistan in terms of developmental projects is
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taking visionary steps but along with foreign
partnerships, the domestic market also needs
to be incorporated so that local businessmen
do not lose out on the profits. Prime Minister
held wide-ranging talks with the King and
Crown Prince Muhammad Bin Salman. They
exchanged ideas on enhancing cooperation in
political, defense, economic, commercial and
cultural sectors, developing joint ventures
in line with their respective developmental
needs, strengthening collaboration in
human resource sector and addressing the
issues faced by Pakistani expatriates in Saudi
Arabia.
Saudi Arabia traditionally has been an
ally to Pakistan and maintaining such cordial
ties is in the best interest of the government,
especially with the aim of trying to fix Pakistan’s economic challenges. There is definitely
an interest shown by the Saudi government
in working with the new premiere. This can
be accessed from the kind of welcome Prime
Minister was offered in the country. Such an
effort will be reciprocated by strengthening
the bilateral ties of the countries.
PM Imran’s drastic steps, including his
austerity measures, have already started
getting him accolade within a month since
he became the prime minister. His trip to
Saudi Arabia became all the more important
because he probably realised that Pakistan
needs help of its close and time-tested friends
to come out of economic crisis. Pakistan’s
foreign debts have increased to US$95billion.
The present government has inherited weak
economy, mountain of debt and circular debt,
$38 billion trade deficit, current account
deficit, $2.522 billion debt servicing due
to be paid by November, declining foreign
exchange reserves and sick state-owned
enterprises causing a loss of US$6 billion
(Rs750 billion) annually.
Today, Pakistani armed forces provide
arms training to all six GCC countries. Many
members of the Pakistani armed forces
serve in GCC countries and some Saudi
military battalions count Pakistani troops
among their ranks. Pakistani forces are also
deployed in various sensitive locations such
as oil refineries and security installations in
Saudi Arabia and other gulf countries. Prime
Minister Imran Khan has said Pakistan won’t
allow anyone to attack Saudi Arabia, adding
that the country will always stand with the
Kingdom, he made this comments during
his first interview to international media after
assuming the office.
He also revealed why he chose Saudi
Arabia as first destination in the foreign
trip, saying: "I didn’t have to go outside of
Pakistan for first three months because of
diverse crises. But I am visiting Saudi Arabia
because I was kindly invited by Custodian
of the Two Holy Mosques King Salman and
as a Muslim I should visit Makkah and
Madina," adding whenever a leader wins an
election in Pakistan, the first visit is always to
Saudi Arabia. He said that Saudi Arabia has
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a special place in the hearts of all Muslims.
Expressing his desire for peace in the Middle
East and strengthening ties among Muslim
countries, Prime Minister Imran Khan said
that Pakistan would like to play its role as
reconciliator to bring Muslim world together.
"This would be our main effort. I would like
to ensure peace in the Middle East because it
is very distressing for Muslims to see conflict
among Muslim nations. If you look at the
Muslim world... in Libya, in Somalia, Syria,
and Afghanistan." he added.
Pakistan-Saudi relations are important
for both countries and need to be carefully nurtured, based on mutual respect and
consideration of each other’s constraints
and peculiar circumstances. Pakistan-Saudi
relationship has stood the test of time. Pakistan is determined to support the Kingdom
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of Saudi Arabia at all costs. Indeed, Over the
years, the two countries have also succeeded
in developing a unique synergy for mutual
development. Saudi Arabia is home to the
largest number of Pakistani expatriates,
Pakistani engineers, construction experts
and labour have played a crucial role in
building infrastructure in the modern Saudi
Arabia. During the era of King Salman and
Crown Prince Muhammad Bin Salman, this
relationship will further strengthened to
make a new history of bilateral cooperation
at political, military, economic and cultural
level.
Author is an Executive Editor of Mélange int’l
Magazine and Secretary Information Center
of Pakistan and International Relations
(COPAIR)
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Optimism in the air between
Pakistan and Afghanistan…
Melange Team
The new government of Imran Khan has
taken its first step towards enunciating
its Afghanistan strategy. In this regard
Foreign Minister Shah Mehmood Qureshi
visited Afghanistan in his first visit outside
the country. In his one-on-one meeting with
the Afghan president, bilateral relations as
well as matters relating to regional peace and
security were discussed. FM Qureshi also
held delegation-level talks with the Afghan
side during which a range of issues concerning bilateral relations came under discussion.
The foreign minister separately met his
Afghan counterpart, Salahuddin Rabbani.
Delegations of both sides were present during
the meeting. In early August, Pakistan and
Afghanistan held inaugural meetings of the
five Working Groups (WGs) under the Action
Plan for Peace and Solidarity (APAPPS) in
Kabul. The Afghan delegation was led by
Afghan Deputy Foreign Minister Hekmat
Karzai and the Pakistani side by Foreign
Secretary Tehmina Janjua. According to the
Foreign Office, both sides assessed prospects
for the APAPPS forum that covers all areas of
mutual interest, including counter-terrorism
and security, peace and reconciliation, bilateral trade and transit, connectivity, Afghan
refugees’ repatriation and promoting people
to people contacts.
At the heart of the difficult problems
between the two neighboring states, Pakistan
and Afghanistan, lay historical factors and
circumstances that arose in the colonial
era. If Afghanistan and Pakistan are to stabilise their relationship and bring peace to the
region, it is in the security and peace arena
that cooperation will be key. Afghanistan
is looking towards Pakistan to help nudge
the Afghan Taliban towards dialogue, while
Pakistan is looking towards Afghanistan to
eliminate anti-Pakistan militant sanctuaries in that country. “Bilateral relations with
certain friendly countries and issues relating
to security came under discussion during the
meeting,” said a brief statement issued after
the meeting.
The issues and problems between Pakistan and Afghanistan cannot be simply described as bilateral interaction. This relationship has become so complex over the years
that it now touches all the major aspects of
Pakistan’s foreign policy and external and
internal security. The political and security
fallout of the internal strife in Afghanistan
impacts not only Pakistan but it also causes
problems for several countries in the neighbourhood and beyond. Some countries use
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this issue to pursue their regional agendas
or use it to, among other things, for Pakistan
bashing. Pakistan United States and Afghanistan need to evolve a shared approach to deal
with terrorism in and around Afghanistan
through a regular dialogue that equally
accommodates their security concerns.
Public denunciation of Pakistan by the US
or American public statements on the time
frame for Pakistan to take action against
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the terrorist elements identified by the US
are not going to be helpful. Prime Minister
Imran Khan also emphasised to have peace
in neighbouring Afghanistan. Khan’s first
foreign policy challenge as prime minister,
therefore, is regarding engagement with
Kabul to discuss how to take forward a political process dogged both by the history of
antagonism between the neighbours and the
contradictory geopolitical interests of rival
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global and regional powers. As Pakistan’s
new prime minister, Khan has the opportunity to energise a peace process which could
bring about an end to the “endless war” in
Afghanistan. Pakistan and Afghanistan are
already working together for the common
objectives of eradicating terrorism, achieving peace and stability, and developing the
region. Afghan President Ashraf Ghani called
Imran Khan on July 29, congratulated him
on his victory and invited him to visit Kabul.
“We both agreed to overcome the past and
to lay a new foundation for a prosperous
political, social and economic future of both
countries Afghanistan and Pakistan,” Ghani
tweeted after their conversation.
The most important aspect is to avoid
blame game and look to the positives. Pak
Afghan relations have witnessed numerous ups and downs. Recently Pakistanis as
well as the Afghan analysts have declared
the political developments in Pakistan as
positive. Let us hope, the charismatic PM of
Pakistan, Imran Khan is able to bring peace
in the region. The new Pakistani government could be a constructive force for peace
in Afghanistan while working successfully
with the United States and Kabul, and draw
on support from other regional actors like
China, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab
Emirates.  Renewing its approach to bring
peace to Afghanistan, Trump Administration has vowed to negotiate with Taliban

signaling green to reduce, or even eliminate,
its military presence in the country. Interestingly, Prime Minister Imran Khan has also
expressed support for such a strategy and
has been calling for talks with Taliban for
several years.
Pakistani government and public welcomed the Afghan refugees with open arms.
The government settled them mainly on the
lands bordering Afghanistan, owned by the
local community, and the locals provided
them with basic needs. The Government of
Pakistan took several measures to ensure the
provision of safety, shelter and basic amenities for the Afghan refugees. The government
set up more than five hundred schools for the
Afghan children. Pakistan has done a lot for
refugees, and the whole world acknowledges
the sacrifices rendered by Pakistan and its
people. Certainly, a goodwill and soft corner
is there in the hearts of Afghan refugees.
This is the real ‘strategic depth’ for Pakistan.
The foreign minister during his visit met
Afghan President Mohammad Ashraf Ghani
and Chief Executive Dr Abdullah Abdullah
and held delegation-level talks with his
Afghan counterpart Salahuddin Rabbani.
Mr Qureshi conveyed to the Afghan leadership that the new government in Islamabad
attached importance to its relations with
Afghanistan and would work towards further deepening cooperation in the fields of
trade, development and connectivity. “The

Afghanistan is looking towards Pakistan to help
nudge the Afghan Taliban towards dialogue,
while Pakistan is looking towards Afghanistan to
eliminate anti-Pakistan militant sanctuaries from
Afghan soil.
October 2018
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visit provided an opportunity to set out the
contours of the new government’s future
engagement with Afghanistan to build mutually beneficial relationship and enhance cooperation between the two countries,” added
a Foreign Office statement issued after the

meeting. In the context of enhancing trade
between the two countries, Shah Mehmood
Qureshi said Pakistan had decided to waive
off regulatory duty on imports from Afghanistan. It was for this reason, he added, Afghan
exports to Pakistan recorded substantial
increase of 118 per cent in 2018. He stated
that Pakistan would fast-track standardisation and automation of custom procedures as
well as upgrade of infrastructure at crossing
points between the two countries.
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Afro-Asian
business forum
a way forward to augment cooperation
Leyla
The increased engagement of Asian powers
with Africa over the last two decades has led
to a plethora of studies analysing the evolving
relationships from a variety of angles. It is
clear that Asian countries and their economic
and political strategies in Africa have caught
the greatest attention.
Historical studies are important for
showing that Africa-Asia relations are not
a new phenomenon. Indeed, current relationships often build and expand on older
economic, political and cultural ties and
social networks, for instance precolonial
connections across the Indian Ocean and
between North Africa and South East Asia/
Middle East.
Current migration flows from Asians to
Africa and from Africans to Asia for such
diverse reasons as education, work, and
family, and how these co-shape Africa-Asia
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relationships will be an important field of
study in the years to come. Diplomats and
academics have stressed the need for concrete
measures to promote bilateral trade between
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Pakistan and African countries. Pakistan’s
total trade with Africa is $3 billion as against
the total trade volume of $3 trillion.
Pakistan’s share in total trade of African
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countries is 0.3 per cent. Under the policy,
top 10 countries out of the 54 African nations
selected trade promotion include Nigeria,
Kenya, South Africa, Morocco, Algeria,
Egypt, Sudan, Tanzania, and Ethiopia. All
these countries constitute 78pc of the total
African gross domestic product (GDP).
COPAIR Pakistan has fully realised the need
of the time. The recent launch of Afro Asian
business forum is indeed a great initiative
by COPAIR. President Center of Pakistan
and International Relations (COPAIR)
Amna Malik has been elected the President
Pakistan chapter, while Khulu Radebe has
been elected as President of South African
chapter of this forum.
The forum intends to enhance cooperation in education, think tanks collaboration,
social sector, media, civil society, economic,
investment and tourism sectors to engrave
maximum benefits and to further build the
bilateral cooperation in these areas. On the
occasion Khulu Radebe revealed that the
basic purpose of this forum is to attain the
unity of the both regions. He admitted he will
engage some prestigious people from Africa
in this forum, though it will be an independent entity but their support can make a huge
difference. He also stressed on the need of
enhancing cooperation in infrastructure
sector from the both sides.
He also appreciated the efforts of
COPAIR for this initiative adding that Amna
Malik is a global icon as she has a vision and
knows how to use the resources for result
oriented approach. He also expressed his
personal views as well as objective of this
forum to empower women to play their role
in global affairs which includes economic
cooperation as well as diplomatic relations.
Addressing the forum Amna Malik said that
there is need to enhance diplomatic relations
between Pakistan and African countries. She
further added that this forum will unveil
different opportunities to work together.
The leaders from both regions should come
forward to enhance bilateral cooperation, she
further said.
Pakistan and African countries have had
close ties before and during the colonial days.
Pakistan which was among the first Muslim
countries to gain independence spear headed
support to the struggle for self determination
of African colonies. Pakistan was also one
of the first countries to support Eritrea's
independence from Italian colonialism and
morally supported Morocco, Zimbabwe,
Namibia and South Africa in their liberation struggles. Moreover, a large number of
students from African countries have studied
in Pakistani Universities.
Pakistan has, on different occasions,
contributed peace keeping contingents to the
UN, which were deployed in Ghana, Somalia,
Eritrea, Sudan, Congo and Namibia to assist
them in transition to self rule or to provide
relief assistance to famine affected areas.
Presently too its troops are stationed in Sierra
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Leone to maintain peace between warring
factions. Pakistan has fairly robust relations
with most of Africa. It greatly values these
relations and is committed to stronger ties
with the African continent at large. Pakistan’s
relations with many African countries date
back to their respective independence movements.
Pakistan has supported both morally, materially, and on the diplomatic level.
Regular exchange of visits among Africa and
Pakistani exhibitions and seminars on trade
promotion should be encouraged. This will
facilitate identification of areas where mutual
trade and investments are feasible. Pakistan
has recorded significant achievement in the
fields of science and technology, information
technology, telecommunications, agriculture
and agro-allied industries.
In any of the above fields, Pakistani experience shared with African countries will
be very invaluable. This is particularly the
case in matters concerning bio-technology,
alternative energy source and above all water
management and irrigation being domains
where Pakistan has made great strides. The
role of the press in promoting trade and
investment and other forms of interaction
between Pakistan and Africa cannot be overemphasized. Effective use should be made
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of media adverts as a way of bringing available opportunities to the awareness of the
business communities. African - Pakistani
relations stand today on solid grounds in a
rapidly changing world.
We must stand together to protect our
interests and above all our independence,
sovereignty and identities fully aware that the
future calls upon us to modernize our societies so that they become more democratic,
corrupt free, more transparent and more
respectful of human rights and the rule of
law. Both Africa and Pakistan are seriously
engaged in this lofty endeavor and muster
enough political will to adopt policies and
programs that would make this in the not so
far distant future.
We need to muster the will and conjugate
our efforts to push for a quantum change in
our traditional relationship. The avenues are
available. We should be able to explore and
exploit them to the mutual benefits of people
from both sides and this is what the purpose
behind establishing this forum.
The writer is Head of International Affairs
Desk at Mélange Int’l Magazine & Center
of Pakistan and International Relations
(COPAIR)
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88th Saudi National Day
The 88th Saudi arabia national day reception hosted by Saudi Arabian Ambassador to Pakistan Nawaf Bin Said Al-Malki in Islamabad. Apart
from the defence minister, Opposition leader Shehbaz Sharif, Information Minister Fawad Chaudhry, Senator Raja Zafarul Haq, PML-Q President
Chaudhry Shujaat Hussain, Speaker Punjab Assembly Chaudhry Pervez Elahi, Housing Minister Tariq Bashir Cheema and others were also present.
Moreover, a large number of foreign diplomats, parliamentarians, religious scholars, security officials, members of the business community and
journalists were among the participants at the reception. Moreover, a large number of foreign diplomats, parliamentarians, religious scholars,
security officials, members of the business community and journalists were among the participants at the reception.
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27th Independence Day of Ukarine
The majestic 27th anniversary of Ukrainian independence hosted by Ukrainian ambassador Volodymyr Lakomov. Diplomats, politicians, ambassadors and journalists attended the event which leave a lasting impact and show the efforts of the concerned ambassador to make it historical
and successful.
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69th Anniversary of People's Republic of China
H.E.Mr. Yao Jing , Chinese Ambassador to Pakistan, hosted a dinner at 69th Anniversary of Founding of the People's Republic of China in Islamabad.
Ministers, diplomats, businesspersons and people from different walks of life attended the reception. Chairman Senate of Pakistan Mr. Sadiq
Sanjrani and Chinese Ambassador Mr. Yao Ying address to the audience. President Center of Pakistan and International Relations Ms. Amna Malik
also attend the event.
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Constitution and National Day of Nepal
H.E. Ms. Sewa Lamsal, Ambassador of Nepal to Pakistan, hosted a dinner at Constitution and National Day of Nepal in slamabad. Ministers,
diplomats, businesspersons and people from different walks of life attended the reception. Federal Minister of Railways, Mr. Shaikh Rashid was
Chief Guest on this occasion. President Center of Pakistan and International Relations Ms. Amna Malik was also present on this occasion.
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‘Clean Green Pakistan’ Drive,
Swelling Pollution & Global Warming
MELANGE TEAM

I

n March this year, the United Nations'
launched Environmental Rights
Initiative with an objective that the
initiative would bring environmental
protection nearer to the people. A the
launching ceremony in Geneva, Executive
Director of the UN Environment Programme
(UNEP) Erik Solheim said that those who
struggle to protect planet should be celebrated as heroes, but the sad fact is that
many were paying a heavy price with their
safety and sometimes their lives.
The initiative is an opportunity to give
environmental rights the same legal standing
as human rights at the global level. Among
other things, the initiative will help governments strengthen institutional capacities
to develop and implement policy and legal
frameworks protecting environmental rights,
and assist businesses to better understand
their environmental rights obligations and
provide guidance on how to advance beyond
a compliance culture.
Factually, since the 1970s, environmental rights have grown more rapidly than
any other human right and are enshrined
in over 100 constitutions, in January the
international non-governmental organization (NGO) Global Witness documented
that almost four environmental defenders
are being killed weekly with the true total
likely far higher. Many more are harassed,
intimidated and forced from their lands.
Moreover, around 40-50 per cent of
the 197 environmental defenders killed in
2017 came from indigenous and local communities. Violations of environmental rights
have a profound impact on a wide variety
of human rights, including the rights to life,
self-determination, food, water, health, sanitation, housing, cultural, civil and political
rights. It is crucial that those most affected
are able to meaningfully participate in decisions relating to land and the environment.
Similarly, currently, there are approximately 3 billion people who lack access to
clean-cooking solutions and are exposed to
dangerous levels of air pollution. Additionally, slightly less than 1 billion people are
functioning without electricity and 50% of
them are found in Sub-Saharan Africa alone.
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Fortunately, progress has been made in the
past decade regarding the use of renewable
electricity from water, solar and wind power
and the ratio of energy used per unit of GDP
is also declining.
However, the challenge is far from being
solved and there needs to be more access to
clean fuel and technology and more progress
needs to be made regarding integrating
renewable energy into end-use applications
in buildings, transport and industry. Public
and private investments in energy also need
to be increased and there needs to be more
focus on regulatory frameworks and innovative business models to transform the world’s
energy systems.
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To make an important contribution
towards achieving collective goal: to keep
global temperatures to 1.5 degrees Celsius
in line with the Paris Agreement, leaders
from all sectors of society gathered Global
Climate Action Summit in San Francisco to
demonstrate how they were ‘taking ambition
to the next level’ with a wave of fresh and
brave climate action announcements that, if
implemented would generate over 65 million
new, low-carbon jobs by 2030.
We are experiencing huge economic
losses due to climate change. said UN
Secretary-General António Guterres. But
the Global Climate Action Summit has
brought together actors demonstrating the
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vast opportunity afforded by climate action.
They are betting on green because they understand this is the path to prosperity and
peace on a healthy planet. This momentum
culminated in a landmark Call to Action,
which was presented to the UN’s Envoy on
Youth, Jayathma Wickramanayake, in a
symbolic gesture to illustrate that it is future
generations who will be most affected by the
decisions of the current generation to build
a better, more resilient world.
Accepting the Summit’s Call to Action on
behalf of the United Nations, UN Climate
Change Executive Secretary Patricia Espinosa
said this Summit and its Call to Action will
encourage governments worldwide to step up
their actions, demonstrating the vital role that
states and regions, cities, companies, investors, and civil society are playing to tackle
climate change.
The event took place against a background of accelerating impacts of climate
change, including Super Typhoon Mangkhut
expected to make landfall and Hurricane
Florence, which continues to devastate
communities on the east coast of the United
States. UN Environment highlighted the vital
role of non-Party stakeholders in propelling
the global fight against climate change forward, in an excerpt of their Emissions Gap
Report launched at the Summit.
Last year, perhaps it was for the first
time that spring tree plantation campaign
got underway in the entire country, GilgitBaltistan and Azad Kashmir on one day
under the catchy nomenclature of ‘Green
Pakistan’ initiative conveying shared desire of
federal and provincial governments to address
the challenge of environment degeneration
caused mainly by denuding forest cover. Federal and provincial governments expressed
their resolve to work jointly to make Pakistan
clean, green and beautiful.
The Green Pakistan programme was
approved in March last year on the pattern of Great Green Wall Programme of
China, under which 100m saplings are to
be planted throughout the country over the
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next five years. Protection and management
of wildlife and reclaiming and developing
forest areas are among the main aspects of
the programme. However, it took government
one year to formally launch the project, which
is indicative of the priority being given to this
crucial issue despite the fact that we have a
full-fledged ministry of Climate Change to
take care of such programmes and issues.
Anyhow, the programme has been
launched February 09 every year has been
announced as National Green Day, one hopes
concerted efforts would be made not only to
realise this modest target of tree plantation
but also surpass it with a big margin in view
of serious implications of environmental
issues. We have no time to waste or indulge
in just sloganeering as already deforestation
in Pakistan is highest in Asia while only
lip-service is being paid to tree plantation
campaigns since long.
Protection of forests, increase in forest
cover and conservation of wildlife would
remain an elusive dream until and unless
necessary awareness is raised among citizens
and they assume ownership of the drives
fully realising the consequences of denuding
forest cover. We are losing more and more
trees to unplanned industrialisation, housing
schemes, roads and highways, runways, water
reservoirs and more importantly due to felling
of trees for firewood and construction material. We can make up the loss if we sensitise

for a clean and green country. The decision to
start a countrywide cleanliness campaign was
taken last month during a meeting chaired
by the prime minister on the functions of the
Ministry of Climate Change.

local communities and involve schools, colleges, universities, government and private
offices and corporate sector in tree plantation
drives. Survival of saplings with proper care
and protection is also a key to success of such
efforts.
To further cement the programme Prime
Minister Imran Khan is going to launch a
countrywide cleanliness campaign next
month. The "Clean and Green Pakistan"
drive will be initiated from all major cities
across the country as part of the Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) government’s policy

Climate change is one of the main issues
that PM Imran's government aims to tackle
through initiatives like tree plantation. The
country-wide tree plantation drive came after
the PTI-led provincial government in Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa executed a large-scale treeplanting project during its previous tenure.
According to experts, Pakistan is facing
enormous environmental challenges. A survey
ahead of the 2018 poll found that respondents
prioritised three key environmental issues:
rising temperatures, water shortages, and air
pollution.
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people who lack access to cleancooking solutions and are
exposed to dangerous levels of
air pollution.
Premier's adviser on climate change
Malik Amin Aslam Khan earlier said that
the government will launch an aggressive
campaign to educate people and motivate
them to participate in the "Clean and Green
Pakistan" campaign. Last month, PM Imran
launched "Plant for Pakistan" drive which was
part of PTI government’s billion tree Tsunami
2018 drive.
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Mr Carlos Morales Sánchez
a seasoned diplomat…
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Pakistan enjoys cordial trade relations
with several members of European Union.
Substantial foreign investments in Pakistan
come from a number of European countries,
which are also a source of important development assistance. Bilateral relations with
Spain were established in the late 1950s,
with various cooperation agreements signed
between the two countries.
The 1970s saw a movement of Pakistani
emigration towards Spain, mainly towards
Catalonia, with a large influx of Pakistanis
in the early 2000s when Spain introduced
a scheme of legal amnesty for illegal immigrants living in the country. 2001 saw
Spain contribute to the ISAF troops in
Afghanistan, with Spain’s Defence Minister
visiting Pakistan to meet Spanish troops.
The launch of Spain’s 2005 Asia-Pacific
Plan saw improved relations with Pakistan.
Spanish Ambassador to Pakistan Mr. Carlos
Cesar Morales Sanchez values the sacrifices
rendered by Pakistan in war against terrorism and its endeavors for regional peace and
stability.
He started his career as a diplomat
almost 30 years ago and he has been posted
in Turkey, China, the Philippines, USA and
Mexico. At the United Nations in New York
he had the opportunity to acquire multilateral experience dealing with the Security
Council on issues related to Middle East
and Africa. While back at the Headquarter
in Madrid, he dealt with matters related to
Afghanistan and South Asia. Pakistan is his
first appointment as an Ambassador. Spain
has emerged as the third biggest destination
for Pakistan’s exports proceeds during the financial year 2016-17. This is the highest ever
increase in Pakistan’s exports to Spain. Prior
to the GSP+ facility, the country’s exports to
Spain were $564.402 Million.
Once talking about his experience he
reveled, “I experienced this kind of cooperation in many countries but I am not myself
a cooperation or development expert. Still
I believe that providing development represents a very significant aspect of foreign
policy. I have witnessed Spanish development policies in countries such as Mexico
and the Philippines. In Pakistan, there is
a large donor community. I would like to
acknowledge the hard work implemented
in this area by UN programs and agencies
as well as major donor partners, including
the European Union.
I keep a very close contact with them. I
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believe that through their work, they convey
and share their experiences and practices
with the country where they are operating
which is extremely positive in order to
achieve ownership and sustainability.
Although mistakes may have been made in
the past in terms of development polices, yet
comparatively today there is huge improvement in mechanisms compared to 15 or 20
years ago”.
He truly understands the dynamics of
this region. He understands that agriculture
is still a major employer of women in this
country. According to the law, women in
rural areas enjoy equal rights to men in
terms of issues such as land ownership or
inheritance. About Pakistan he further says
that in Pakistan, there are some positive
developments. More and more women
work in public institutions. “I am not just
talking about being the prime minister; I am
talking about ministers of state or members
of Parliament, and from that level down.
Women should also be more visible. Everything that serves to promote women’s role
and visibility in public life should also lead
to provide equal opportunities. At the end
of the day, it all comes down to a question of
opportunities”, he expressed his views during
an interview.
Recently, Speaking at a reception hosted
by the Spanish embassy to celebrate the National Day of Spain, , Information Minister
said Pakistan looks forward to deepening
its partnership with Spain for the achievement of its objectives of peace, prosperity
and development. He said the government
would welcome investment of European
Union countries in projects related to CPEC.
Spain's Ambassador to Pakistan Carlos
Morales revealed that Spain wants to boost
relations with Pakistan in the fields of trade
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and investment. Ambassador in his speech
said relations with Pakistan are constantly
on the move adding during his tenure as
Spanish in Pakistan the trade volume increased by 25 per cent. He further said now
the trade volume between the two countries
is now 1.3 billion USD. Spain has become
the 6thdestination for Pakistani exports.
He said he had also tried to enhance people

Sánchez started his
career as a diplomat
almost 30 years ago
and he has been posted
in Turkey, China, the
Philippines, USA and
Mexico. At the United
Nations in New York he
had the opportunity
to acquire multilateral
experience dealing with
the Security Council on
issues related to Middle
East and Africa
to contacts in the fields of culture, education and tourism and now many Pakistani
students are perusing their postgraduates’
studies in Spain. As the security situation
improves in Pakistan, many Spanish tourists
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are coming to the Northern Areas every year.
Over one hundred thousand Pakistanis
are living and working in Spain for making
our two societies better understand each
other, he further added. He also thanked
his embassy staff for extending to him full
support during his stay in Pakistan. He said
he is soon leaving Pakistan after completing
his term but assured people that he will be
ambassador of Pakistan to Spain and elsewhere. Previously Mr Carlos once expressed
his views that Spanish companies are eager
to invest in the power sector in Pakistan due
to better investment opportunities and good
return.
Once Mr carlos revealed that, there are
many Pakistanis who have already visited
Spain. They usually like to go to the Southern
part of the country to visit Islamic influenced
monuments in Granada and Cordoba. Then
we have Allama Iqbal, who went to Cordoba
in 1933 and wrote one of the major poems
in Urdu, “Masjid-e-Qurtaba”. So there is a
deep spiritual connection. There are many
Pakistanis who have made Spain their home
and live there happily.
Pakistan is well known for many good
reasons. One of those good reasons is for its
mountains. Spain is a country of mountains
and we have many climbers and mountaineers. I hope more and more climbers from
my country will come back in the future
to visit the astonishing landscapes of the
northern areas of Pakistan.
Spain also wants to further enhance
trade with Pakistan as both countries have
good potential to improve bilateral trade and
economic relations. The frequent exchange
of trade delegations and organising single
country exhibitions should be encouraged
to promote trade and economic relations up
to real potential.
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Trump calls Mattis sort of a
Democrat

Woodward’s book and similar reporting about closed-door conversations among U.S. national security leaders.
Asked about the reports speculating about his departure, Mattis
said on September 18: “It’s like most of those kinds of things in this
town. “Somebody cooks up a headline. They then call to a normally
chatty class of people. They find a couple of other things to put in.
They add the rumors... Next thing you know, you’ve got a story,” he
said.

Microsoft co-founder dies of
cancer

US President Donald Trump said he is unsure whether Defense
Secretary James Mattis is planning to step down from his post, but
told CBS’ 60 Minutes in a pre-taped interview that the retired general
might and that he regards Mattis as “sort of a Democrat”.
“It could be that he is” planning to depart, Trump said, according
to an excerpt of a transcript released before the show airs. “I think he’s
sort of a Democrat, if you want to know the truth. But General Mattis
is a good guy. We get along very well. He may leave. I mean, at some
point, everybody leaves. Everybody. People leave. That’s Washington.”
This marks the first time that the Republican president has
publicly said anything negative about Mattis, who last month told
reporters not to take seriously reports that he may be leaving. Asked
about Trump’s remarks, Pentagon spokesman Colonel Rob Manning
said in a brief statement: “Secretary Mattis is laser-focused on doing
his job — ensuring the US military remains the most lethal force on
the planet.”
Mattis’ future has become a focus of media speculation, particularly after last month’s release of a book by Watergate reporter Bob
Woodward that portrayed Mattis privately disparaging Trump to
associates.
Mattis has strongly denied making any such remarks. Trump had
been deferential toward Mattis, saying on September 5 his defense
chief would remain in his job. Mattis is not political by nature, and
previously made no secret of the fact that he was not looking to
become secretary of defense — or even return to Washington — when
Trump was elected.
The retired Marine general had stepped down from the military
in 2013 and taken a job at Stanford University. He told his Senate
confirmation hearing last year he was “enjoying a full life west of the
Rockies” when the call came about the position.
Asked last month about reports he may be leaving, Mattis said:
“I wouldn’t take it seriously at all.” Western officials privately extol
Mattis, whose standing among NATO allies has risen as they become
increasingly bewildered by Trump’s policies on trade and Iran and
disoriented by his outreach to Russian President Vladimir Putin.
One factor thought to have darkened Mattis’ prospects is this
year’s arrival in the White House of Mira Ricardel, who now has the
powerful post of deputy national security adviser and is believed to
dislike Mattis, current and former officials have told Reuters.
He is also seen as less hawkish on Iran than Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo and White House National Security Adviser John
Bolton. Mattis has a dim view of journalism about inside-thebeltway politics in Washington, using the word “fiction” to describe
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Billionaire Paul Allen, who founded US software giant Microsoft
with Bill Gates in the 1970s, died Monday after his latest battle
with cancer. He was 65. “My brother was a remarkable individual
on every level. While most knew Paul Allen as a technologist and
philanthropist, for us he was a much loved brother and uncle, and an
exceptional friend,” Allen’s sister Jody said in a statement.
“Paul’s family and friends were blessed to experience his wit,
warmth, his generosity and deep concern. At this time of loss and
grief for us — and so many others — we are profoundly grateful for
the care and concern he demonstrated every day.”
Allen died just two weeks after publicly revealing that nonHodgkin’s lymphoma he fought into remission nine years ago had
returned. The incurable cancer affects white blood cells. Allen managed his business and charitable endeavours at Vulcan Inc.
He was also active with the Allen Institutes of scientific research
and owned professional US sports teams the Seattle Seahawks and
Portland Trail Blazers. He was part owner of the Major League Soccer
team the Seattle Sounders.

“All of us who had the honor of working with Paul feel inexpressible loss today,” said a statement by Vulcan, which Allen launched
after leaving Microsoft in 1983. “He possessed a remarkable intellect
and a passion to solve some of the world’s most difficult problems,
with the conviction that creative thinking and new approaches could
make profound and lasting impact.”
Forbes estimated his net worth at $20.3 billion. Microsoft said
Allen’s “contributions to our company, our industry and to our community are indispensable.”
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The statement is said to be in line with the government’s commitment to play its role in garnering support through OIC’s joint
action and building solidarity and unity among Muslim countries
and to stand united for common cause of upholding the values of
Islam and engaging with other countries to promote culture of peace
and tolerance.

The longest flights in the world
“As co-founder of Microsoft, in his own quiet and persistent way,
he created magical products, experiences and institutions. And in
doing so, he changed the world,” added the company’s CEO Satya
Nadella.

OIC for showing respect to Islam
OIC foreign ministers adopted a strongly worded statement sponsored by Pakistan and Turkey denouncing the increasing attacks on
Islam, its revered personalities and symbols, and calling for an end
to such campaigns.
The ministers met on the margins of the 73rd session of the UN
General Assembly being held in New York. Speaking at the meeting,
Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi expressed deep concern
over the misrepresentation of Islam as well as at the activities that
have hurt the feelings of Muslims all over the world, especially the
disrespect shown to the most revered personality of Islam.
In the statement, which was approved by the ministerial meeting,
serious concern was expressed on intensification of hate campaigns
which were deliberately targeting Muslims and the Islamic religious
symbols.
The joint statement rejected provocative acts like the holding of
the competition contest to ridicule Islam aimed at inciting violence.
Ever since caricatures competition was announced, Pakistan raised
the issue at the diplomatic level with the United Nations, OIC, and
European Union and sensitized world leaders, according to an official
statement.
Foreign Minister Qureshi wrote to the OIC Secretary-General,
the UN Secretary-General, the Dutch foreign Minister and foreign
ministers of Islamic countries to jointly act against Islamophobic acts.
Pakistan also requested the convening of an Emergency Session
of the OIC Executive Committee to take stock of the situation arising
from the acts denigrating Islam.
Prime Minster Imran Khan on assuming office expressed serious
concern at his very first cabinet meeting. The cabinet adopted a
resolution condemning the campaign of ridiculing Islam.
Both houses of the parliament also adopted resolutions, calling
for halting such activities. Prime Minister Imran Khan had assured
the Parliament that matter will be raised during the OIC Ministerial
Meeting in New York.
In his bilateral meetings in New York, Foreign Minister Qureshi
expressed serious concern at the alarming rise in defamatory activities
which were hurting the sensibilities of the Muslims.
He affirmed that freedom of expression comes with concomitant
responsibilities, and should be exercised keeping in view the ethical,
moral and legal obligations.
The statement takes notes of the important resolutions adopted
by the OIC, the UN Human Rights Council and the UNGA condemning attacks on Islam, combating intolerance, negative stereotyping
and stigmatization and discrimination, incitement to violence against
persons based on religion and belief.
In particular, the statement points to various steps proposed by
the OIC to foster an environment of peace, religious tolerance and
respect as well as measures to be taken by the states in their domestic
sphere.
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A new Singapore Airlines route connecting the city-state to New
York goes into operation , becoming the longest commercial plane
ride in the world. The journey covers a distance of 16,700 kilometres
(10,400 miles) in just under 19 hours, making it the lengthiest in
both distance and time.
There is no economy class. The cabin is configured in only two
segments: 67 business class seats and 94 premium economy seats.
The route uses the fuel-efficient ultra-long range variant of Airbus´
A350-900, a category of plane that airlines are increasingly turning to

as they look to squeeze
more miles out of
every drop of pricey
fuel.
Here are the
world´s nextlongest flights:
Auckland to Doha:
17 hr 40 min
Qatar Airways
Flight 921, using a
Boeing 777, held the
previous title as world´s
longest commercial route,
flying passengers over 14,500
kilometres from the New Zealand

capital to Doha.
Houston to Sydney: 17 hr 30 min
United´s 787 Dreamliners fly 13,800 kilometres to connect
Australia´s biggest city with Houston in the southern US.
Auckland to Dubai: 17 hr 20 min
Auckland has a second link to a Middle Eastern hub through Emirates Flight 449, which flies Airbus A380 superjumbos to Dubai at a
distance of 14,200 kilometres.
Los Angeles to Singapore: 17 hr 20 min
United launched its service connecting Los Angeles´ LAX airport to
Singapore using a 787 last year. At the time the 14,100-kilometre link
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was the longest non-stop flight by distance from the US to anywhere
in the world, the airline said.
Perth to London: 17 hr 20 min
The 14,500-kilometre Qantas service launched this year is the first
regular link between Australia and Europe, with the airline´s Boeing
787 fleet connecting Perth and London.
Sydney to London?
The Perth route is part of an ambitious plan by Qantas to eventually
connect Europe with airports on Australia´s eastern seaboard as new,
more efficient aircraft become available.
Chief executive Alan Joyce told media last year that a non-stop,
17,000-kilometre service from Sydney to London could be on the
cards as soon as 2022 — but only if oil prices stay low enough to
provide a decent return on the route.

Pakistan Festival in Paris raises
funds for dams’ construction

The second edition of grand Pakistan Festival France concluded here
Sunday with a launch of fund raising campaign for the dams fund
and a splendid display of Pakistan’s culture, handicrafts and cuisine.
People from various walks of life, including local French officials,
diplomats, members of civil society, media and expatriate Pakistanis
attended the festival.
Ambassador of Pakistan to France Moin ul Haque, member of
French Parliament Francois Pupponi and Mayor of Sarcelles town
Ms Annie Péronnet were the guests of honour.
The ambassador congratulated the festival management for
bringing the community on a single platform to celebrate and introduce Pakistani cultural diversity and folk heritage to the French.
He also thanked the Pakistani community for generously donating in the Prime Minister/Chief Justice Fund set up to raise funds
for construction of the dams to mitigate shortage of water due to
climate change.
He specifically thanked Abrar ul Haq, the renowned Pakistani
singer who specially flew in from Pakistan to entertain the audience
with his heartwarming songs, and sufi music. He appreciated him for
his motivation to the expatriate Pakistanis to generously contribute
in the dams fund.
Senator Faisal Javed, the convener of Pakistan-France Friendship
Group in the Senate of Pakistan, who was also present in the festival,
urged the community to participate in the national cause.
Member of French Parliament, Francois Pupponi and Mayor of
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Sarcelles town Ms. Annie Péronnet praised the Pakistan community
as hardworking, peaceful and friendly.
They said the festival had not only provided the French public a
rare chance to experience a mini Pakistan in France but also helped
in improving bilateral relations between the two countries.
The festival programme included performances by young boys
and girls, tableaus, speeches to pay tribute to Quaid-e-Azam and
leaders of the independence movement.
More than 100 stalls offering Pakistani products, handicrafts and
authentic food were also set up.

1.4 billion risk disease from lack
of exercise: WHO
More than 1.4 billion adults are putting themselves at heightened
risk of deadly diseases by not getting enough exercise, doctors are
warning, with global activity levels virtually unchanged in nearly two
decades. With richer nations enjoying an increasingly comfortable,
sedentary lifestyle, a study by the World Health Organization (WHO)
said a third of women and a quarter of men worldwide are in the
firing line for killer conditions such as heart disease, diabetes and
cancer unless they up their physical activity.
“Insufficient physical activity is a leading risk factor for noncommunicable diseases, and has a negative effect on mental health
and quality of life,” said the study of world exercise levels published
Wednesday by The Lancet Global Health Journal. The WHO recommends each adult do at least 150 minutes “moderate-intensity”
exercise — such as brisk walking, swimming or gentle cycling — each
week, or 75 minutes “vigorous-intensity” activity — such as running
or team sports.
The study tracked activity levels of 1.9 million people in 168
countries across the world during 2016. Researchers found there had
been no improvement in physical activity levels since 2001, despite
numerous public health initiatives extolling the benefits of exercise.
More than a quarter of the world’s adults (1.4 billion people) were
insufficiently active, according to the data. “We definitely haven’t done
enough” to encourage people to exercise, the WHO’s Regina Guthold,
lead study author, told media.
“We have seen basically no progress.” The study authors highlighted several worrying trends, including a stark divide in exercise
rates between poor and rich nations, and between men and women.
Levels of insufficient activity to guard off non-communicable
killers, including dementia and cardiovascular diseases, are more
than twice as high in high-income countries compared to developing
nations. Guthold said the link between the lifestyle in wealthier nations — more time indoors, longer office hours, more easily accessible
high-calorie foods — and lower exercise levels, was part of a “clear
pattern” of poorer health coming with urbanisation.
“As countries urbanise, people who used to be, say, farmers, and
got a lot of physical activity through their work all of a sudden live in
an urban environment where they might be without work or move
to a sedentary job, so societies need to compensate,” she said. In four
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countries — Kuwait, American Samoa, Saudi Arabia, and Iraq —
more than half of adults were classified as insufficiently active.
In Kuwait, an oil-flush gulf state where temperatures regularly
top 45 Celsius (113 Fahrenheit), a whopping two-thirds (67 percent)
of adults weren’t exercising enough. Melody Ding of the University
of Sydney, who worked on the paper, said there were a variety of
reasons why some countries were more active than others, including
“biological, psychosocial, institutional, cultural and environmental
barriers”.
“I consider one of the biggest barriers being our environment
— physical activity has been engineered out of life, with desk-based
jobs replacing labour jobs, lifts replacing stairs, cars replacing active
travel,” she told Media.
“Technological advancement has made our life more convenient
but also less active.” Women still lag behind men in nearly every
region of the world, with the gender exercise gap highest in Bangladesh, Eritrea, India, Iraq and the Philippines, the study found.
“In these settings, women are often expected to be at home, take
care of the children, manage the household and so sometimes don’t
always have time to exercise,” said Guthold. One bright spot on the
global exercise map was southeast Asia, where women were equally
as active as men in the only region where inactivity has decreased
since 2001.

Protecting nature the best way
to keep planet cool: report
The best and fairest way to cap global warming is to empower indigenous forest peoples, reduce food waste and slash meat consumption,
an alliance of 38 NGOs said in a statement.
Restoring natural forest ecosystems, securing the land rights of
local communities and revamping the global food system could cut
greenhouse emissions 40 per cent by mid-century and help humanity
avoid climate catastrophe, they argued in a 50-page report based on
recent science.
Approximately half of the reduced emissions would come from
boosting the capacity of forests and wetlands to absorb CO2, and
the other half from curtailing carbon-intensive forms of agriculture.
On current trends, Earth is on track to warm up an unlivable three
or four degrees Celsius (5.4 to 7.2 degrees Fahrenheit) above preindustrial levels, far about the 1.5C climate-safe threshold endorsed
last week by the UN in a major climate change assessment.
In the wake of the UN report, two starkly different visions are
emerging on how to beat back the existential threat of global warming. One calls for geoengineering and the aggressive use of technology
to draw excess carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, especially by
burning biofuels and capturing the emitted CO2, a process known
by its acronym, BECCS.
The other, favoured in the new “Missing Pathways to 1.5C” report,
is based primarily on Earth´s natural capacity to absorb CO2. “This is
a pragmatic blueprint for tackling the climate crisis while respecting
human rights and protecting biodiversity,” said Kelsey Perlman, forest
and climate campaigner at UK-based NGO Fern.
“Decision makers must abandon their faith in unproven technological solutions and put restoring and protecting forests at the
centre of climate strategy.” But how to do that remains a challenge:
More than two decades of UN-led efforts to curb deforestation have
largely failed, with the planet still losing a wooded area the size of
Greece every year.
Deforestation — responsible for about a fifth of greenhouse gas
emissions — intensifies global warming in two ways, reducing Earth´s
capacity to absorb carbon dioxide, and releasing huge amounts of the
planet-warming gas into the air.
The report highlights research showing that native forest communities should play a key role. “People who live in, and with, forests
protect those lands,” lead author Kate Dooley, a political scientist
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at the University of Melbourne, told AFP. “Recognising this is the
greatest forest conservation success story in the last decade.”
“We have to give these peoples not just land rights, but the
resources to protect those lands,” she added. The report also tackles
head-on the political hot potato of how to change human behaviour
in ways that will reduce our carbon footprint -- cutting back on travel,
using public transportation, switching to electric vehicles.
But it is revamping our diets that would have the biggest impact
of all. “Even bigger emissions can come from producing and consuming less meat,” especially beef, said Teresa Anderson, climate change
policy officer for ActionAid International.
A study published in Nature last week calculated that rich nations
would have to eat 90 percent less meat by 2050 to sustainably accomodate a projected global population of 10 billion people. The report
notes that only six countries — The United States, Brazil, China,
Canada, Argentina, Australia — and the European Union produce
and export the lion´s share of beef, chicken and pork worldwide.
Livestock farming poses a double climate threat, driving the loss
of forests to make way for grazing land and generating huge amounts
of methane, which is 25 times more potent than CO2. Reducing
food waste — estimated at more than 30 percent worldwide — by
half could cut CO2 pollution by half-a-billion tonnes, more than one
percent of total emissions. It could also help feed some of the billion
people who go to bed hungry every night, the report notes. But hitting
that target remains a deceptively difficult, especially in the developing
world, experts say.

Royal Society of Medicine elects
Pakistani-origin doctor as ENT
section president
A British-Pakistani doctor has been elected as the president of the
Royal Society of Medicine’s (RSM) Otorhinolaryngology (ENT)
department in recognition of his services to the UK’s National Health
Service (NHS) and medical education.
A consultant ENT doctor, Professor Dr Shahed Quraishi OBE
becomes the first Pakistani ever to get appointed to this post. The
RSM is one of the most prestigious organisations of senior British
doctors and one of the UK’s major providers of postgraduate medical
education. He is set to take his charge in London in two weeks.
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Speaking to Media, Dr Quraishi said he was elected unopposed by
around 500 British doctors, who are members of the ENT section. “I
am humbled and honoured to have this privilege,” he said. “Being of
British-Pakistani origin, it’s a great honour for Pakistan and speaks
volumes about the contribution of British Pakistani diaspora. I hope
that my elevation inspires British-Pakistani children and others alike,”

he said.
Dr Quraishi is an ENT surgeon who graduated from the Dow
Medical College in Karachi, Pakistan, and has been working in the
UK’s NHS for nearly 31 years. Prior to that, he also studied at the
Cadet College Hasan Abdal in Attock, Punjab. He is currently a
consultant at the Doncaster Royal Infirmary and, in 2016, was appointed as the first British-Pakistani surgeon as a visiting professor
in China. He is also the founder of ENT Masterclass, UK, which is a
free — and the world’s biggest — ENT teaching platform, currently
working in 12 countries, including Pakistan, across 4 continents.
“I have extensive teaching involvement all over the world and I
have chaired training events in Sydney, Berlin, London, Jeddah, Cape
Town, Mumbai, Lausanne, and Hong Kong,” he said.
In November 2017, Dr Quraishi was awarded the ‘Officer of the
British Empire’ (OBE) title by Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II at
the Buckingham Palace in recognition of his services to the NHS.
He was also given the National Award for Clinical Excellence by the
NHS in 2015.
“My nomination for the OBE title to Buckingham Palace was
made by my hospital, Doncaster Royal Infirmary, and a group of
ENT surgeons. The Queen asked me about my work and she asked
me about pollution in London and asked what could be done to
reduce emissions.
“I gave her my suggestions. She was very well-informed and
having an audience with her was a great privilege,” Dr Quraishi said,
adding that in the area of ENT, no other surgeon has received the
OBE title in the past 40 years. Dr Quraishi’s wife, Humaira with
whom he has two daughters is a general practitioner (GP) doctor in
Nottingham.
“My elder daughter, Natasha, is a Cambridge graduate and a
junior doctor in London, while the younger daughter, Sarah, is a
medical student in Nottingham. “We have devoted ourselves to the
education of our girls and helped them to make their own choices
in life.”
Dr Quraishi is also known for having an extensive coin collection, including some from the time of the Holy Prophet (Peace Be
Upon Him), and the Caliphates of Umayyads, Abbasids, Ottomans,
Al- Andalus, and the Mughal Empire.

US imports, exports prices decline in August
Houston: The United States import prices declined 0.6 percent and
exports prices edged down 0.1 percent in August, the US Department
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of Labor reported. The decline of import prices in August was the
largest monthly drop since the index fell 1.3 percent in January
2016. Prices for U.S. imports advanced 3.7 percent over the past year.
Import fuel prices decreased 3.9 percent in August, the first decline
for the index since a 2.6-percent drop in March and the largest
monthly decline since a 6.8-percent decrease in February 2016.
Petroleum prices declined 3.9 percent in August, after increasing
in each of the previous 4 months, and natural gas prices fell 6.3
percent following an 18.0-percent increase in July. Nonfuel import
prices edged down 0.1 percent in August. Despite the downward
trend over the past 3 months, nonfuel import prices increased 0.9
percent for the year ended in August.
The increase was led by a 6.4-percent rise in nonfuel industrial
supplies and materials prices. Prices for all export decreased 0.1
percent in August, after declining 0.5 percent in July. The price
index for overall exports advanced 3.6 percent for the year ended
in August. The price index for agricultural exports rose 0.2 percent
in August following a 5.2-percent decline the previous month.
Agricultural prices decreased 1.7 percent for the year ended in
August. Nonagricultural export prices fell 0.2 percent in August,
after recording no change in July. Prices for nonagricultural exports
increased 4.1 percent over the past year.

Oil Market too tight for US zero
exports’ target: Iran
The US will find it difficult to cut Iran’s oil exports completely as the
oil market is already tight and rival producers cannot make up the
shortfall, a top Iranian official said.
Washington is seeking to cut Iranian oil exports to zero by November as it reimposes sanctions, and is encouraging other producers
such as Saudi Arabia, other OPEC members and Russia to pump
more to meet the shortfall.

Even so, the expected loss of Iranian oil, declining supply from
another Opec member Venezuela and other outages are boosting
crude prices, which this week hit $80 a barrel, the highest since
May. Iran’s OPEC governor Hossein Kazempour Ardebili, said in
comments to Reuters that a supply shortage meant that the United
States would not be able to meet its zero export target. There is no
spare capacity anywhere, he said.
A long-time adviser at Saudi Arabia’s Energy Ministry also said
last month that current US sanctions on Iran were unlikely to stop
Iranian oil exports completely. Under pressure from US President
Donald Trump to lower oil prices, the OPEC and allies agreed in
June to boost production, having participated in a supply-cutting
deal in place since 2017. While OPEC production has increased since
then, Saudi Arabia has added less crude than it initially indicated.
Kazempour has voiced scepticism that other producers can add much
more oil.
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United Arab Emirates
Discover All That’s Possible

Melange Team

W

ith its full-throttle development, iconic skylines
of high-rises, and world
famous beach resorts, the
United Arab Emirates has
become a favorite for family holidays and city
breaks. Landmark tourist attractions such
as Dubai's towering Burj Khalifa and Abu
Dhabi's modern Sheikh Zayed Mosque, have
branded the UAE as an up-to-the-minute
luxury destination.
Scrape below the surface though, and
you'll find there's more here than skyscrapers, shopping, and sandy shores. The various
UAE destinations offer culture fans plenty
of things to do. Delve into the country's
Bedouin past on starry desert nights before
exploring the many forts that guarded the
coastline long before the domination of the
glitzy high-rises. While for nature-lovers, the
desert starts where the cities end, and the
jagged peaks of the Hajar Mountains are ripe
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for adventuring.
Burj Khalifa
The Burj Khalifa is one of the United
Arab Emirates most famous buildings and
the soaring sky-high landmark of Dubai. Not
only is it the world's tallest building, it also
lays claim to the titles of tallest freestanding
structure in the world, highest observation
deck in the world, and elevator with the
longest travel distance in the world. A trip up
to the observation deck, with its panoramic
views across Dubai, is a sightseeing highlight
for most tourists who visit, though for those
who suffer from vertigo, it might be best to
give it a miss.
Sheikh Zayed Mosque, Abu Dhabi
The Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque is a
mammoth modern mosque of incredible
beauty. Harnessing contemporary design and
ancient craftsmanship, the mosque harmoniously blends modern and ancient styles and
techniques to create a new interpretation of
Islamic architecture. A visit here is a must on
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any Abu Dhabi itinerary. With its interiors
using lavish amounts of gold, mosaic tiles,
and glass work and immense amounts of
marble, and its exterior of blindingly white
stone contrasting dramatically under the
Emirati blue sky, it never fails to dazzle.
Hajar Mountains
The Hajar Mountains scythe through the
desert, creating the jagged and wild heart of
the United Arab Emirates. Twisting rollercoaster roads with spectacular scenery along
the way connect the region's tiny villages,
making this region road trip heaven. Nature
lovers will find plenty of hiking, trekking, and
bird-watching opportunities, while the vast
amount of picturesque wadis (dry riverbeds;
valleys) in the area are also fun to explore.
Sharjah Arts Museum
The most important museum dedicated
to the arts in the Emirates (until the Louvre
and Guggenheim finally open in Abu
Dhabi in the next few years), the Sharjah
Arts Museum is home to the most diverse
art collection in the United Arab Emirates.
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The museum is recognized for its collection
of works by Arabic artists and also for its
important pieces by European artists who
specialized in painting the Arab world. The
museum is also noted for its program of
temporary exhibitions throughout the year.
Jebel Hafeet
A must-do for anyone who wants to snap a
great vista, the summit of Jebel Hafeet is a
favorite day trip from Abu Dhabi and Al Ain.
This is the second highest peak in the United
Arab Emirates, and far-reaching, sumptuous
desert panoramas greet you all the way up to
the top on the winding road. After the twisting mountain road drive, you are rewarded
with being able to see across the area's vast
sweep of desert.

city before skyscrapers took over the skyline.
Narrow lanes are lined with beautifully preserved buildings in typical Arabian
architectural styles, many with wind-tower
features.
Various museums allow you to enter
the houses and see typical Arabian interiors
within the quarter, along with mosques and a
small surviving segment of the original Dubai
city wall.

Bastakia
The Bastakia quarter of Dubai is the last
remaining fragment of Old Dubai and
shouldn't be missed. This small heritage area
really evokes the simpler, gentler past of the
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The Desert
For those with an adventurous streak, make
a beeline for the empty stretch of desert
hugging the coastline outside the cities.
You'll find plenty of things to do here, from
four-wheel-drive trips and dune-buggy
journeys, to sand boarding, hiking, and
camel treks.
Most people plan a desert trip from
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Dubai, but Abu Dhabi and Fujairah are
also excellent bases for desert sightseeing.
Bedouin-style dinners are a softer alternative
if you want to experience the empty beauty
of the desert.
Beaches
There's a beach for everyone in the United
Arab Emirates. From the city beaches along
the coast of Dubai, with their high-rise
background, and Abu Dhabi's golden sand
beaches along its island-littered coastline, to
the luxury sweeps of sand around Ajman and
the wilder beaches of the Emirate of Fujairah,
you have plenty of choice.
Many luxury hotels have private patches
of sand, which non-guests can use for a day
fee. Water-sports such as diving, jet skiing,
stand up paddle boarding, and snorkeling are
also available at many resort locales.
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UAE Cuisine
UAE is known to be one of the top dining destinations with matchless multicultural cuisine. You will be enticing your taste buds with a mix of
Asian and Middle Eastern influences. The Emirati cuisine constitutes several hearty dishes surprisingly seasoned with an assortment of dishes.
Traditionally the top must eat dishes in UAE include dates, camel dairy, fish, meat, rice, with spices etc. Bzar i.e. the Emirati spice mix is evidence to
this and further constitutes things like cardamom, pepper, coriander, nutmeg, and ginger and so on. One can easily access other dishes that come
from international cuisine, ranging from Japanese sushi to Western style pizza, and make it easy to overlook the local food. Therefore, whenever
you visit UAE, you must not forget to try at least some of the following tantalizing dishes:
served on bed of rice and nuts. The latter is
well prepared with substantial amount of
spices. Most of the restaurants in UAE have
this dish on their menu. Well don’t be afraid
of ordering this dish as you will not have to
eat the whole lamb.

Harees (A Ramadan favorite):
It is one of the traditional dishes in the
UAE and in most of the Arab world. It is
specifically in demand during the holy month
of Ramadan, Eid al Fitr as well as special occasions like weddings. Meat of choice, usually
lamb or chicken and wheat are the key ingredients of the Harees. To prepare this dish, the
soaked wheat berries are cooked slowly with
butter and precooked meat together. It makes
it look like a porridge like dish. It is seasoned
with pepper, cinnamon, and salt.
Shawarma (The Arabian Doner):
You might have heard of shawarma even if
you don’t reside UAE. It is very much similar
to Turkish doner kebab or Greek gyros. All
these three dishes are based on grilled meat.
It is served with a plate of vegetables and / or
fries as a side dish. At times it is also served
with some form of bread with a dressing
and accompaniments. This latter form of
Shawarma is in real demand in UAE.
Thareed (Soupy stew):
Thareed is a popular meal. People enjoy it to
break the fast during the month of Ramadan.
It is seen to be as a hearty dish that is not
too heavy. Basically it is a stew served on or
layered with flat bread. Most of the times
roti bread is recommended but unleavened
bread is also considered to be a good option.
Ingredients of the stew include possibilities,
from lamb to chicken or simply vegetables.
Khuzi (A Bedouin feast):
Whenever there is a special occasion, there
is call for special dish, and the purpose is
very well served by Khuzi. The ingredients
of this dish include roasted lamb or goat,
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Tabbouleh (treat for the vegetarians):
If you are not a meat lover, then Tabbouleh is
a must for you. In other words, it is a treat for
vegetarians. It is a salad like dish that is based
on a lot of fresh bulgur, parsley, and some
vegetables. Usually these vegetables are spring
onions and tomatoes. Moreover, the dish is
well seasoned with lemon juice and mint and
makes it perfect for a hot day in UAE.
Machboos (with little bit of loomi):
This dish is made up of rice, onions, meat,
several spices and last but not the least loomi.
Distinctive taste of dish is given by dried
limes that are usually named as black limes.
The meat is boiled along with the loomi and
the spices. Once it turns to be tender, these
are taken out of the pot. Afterwards the rice
is added and once they are done, meat is
turned in to pot again and whole thing is
cooked again.
Falafel (Treat from Middle East):

Though these are not considered to be a
complete meal, but falafels are a side dish
and at times they are regarded as the French
Fries. Though these are not originally an
Emirati dish but these are fried balls of patties of herbs as well as chickpeas. Whether
served with dips, or in a wrap or as side, it
amuses the taste buds of the people.
Biryani:
Biryani yet again is not an Arabic dish and
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has become one of the most favorite household dishes. You will find it on the menus of
most of the restaurants in UAE. Main ingredients of the biryani include basmati rice,
fish or meat with popular chicken biryani
particular. First of all, the meat is marinated
with several spices.
These spices include the famous Emirate
spice mix, bzar. Then it is fried while the rice
is not fully cooked. Afterwards layering of
rice and meat is carried out in a big pot and
left them to steam for a little longer. It is well

garnished with fried onions, and nuts.
Stuffed camel (The largest dish of the world):
Being at UAEE, trying stuffed camel is a
must for you.
Though this dish is not easily accessible
but it is considered to be the largest menu. If
you see this dish, then you have been invited
to a sheikh’s wedding ceremony.
You will eat a broiled camel, well stuffed
with lamb which in turn is stuffed with one
or more than one chicken which are well
stuffed with eggs rice and at times even with
fish.
Esh Asarya (Bread of the Harem):
No cuisine can be completed without at least
one dessert. This is originally a Qatari sweet
that can be compared with a cheesecake that
is well topped with cream.
It is based on an old white bread with
lots of sugar. Also it has lemon juice, added
rosewater, and orange blossom water along
with the cream topping that makes this dish
an extra ordinary special dish.
Therefore, it does not matter when you
plan to visit UAE, thing is that you should
try at least a number of these enticing dishes
during your stay in this piece of land.
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Decision Making Made Smarter

clear our thinking, become more decisive, solve
problems faster, and take control of your life
Melange Team
“It is in the moments of decision that our destiny is shaped” – Tony
Robbins
We all have to make decisions every day - Miniature decisions
like what meal to eat or life-changing big decisions like choosing
a career or life partner. Most people struggle making even smaller
choices, while a few make significant decisions without a flinch. Do
you wonder what makes few people think smarter and make better
choices while others just seem to be paralyzed by analysis?
What if you could achieve that level of clarity in thinking and
decide faster? How would it feel spending quality time with your
friends and family by making effective decisions in lesser time?
Imagine yourself being equipped with the necessary tools, tips and
tactics to make better choices? Imagine going farther and rising
higher in your career and life by making effective and quality decisions.
Som Bathla, an avid researcher and author of multiple bestselling books has come out with his book DECISION MAKING MADE
SMARTER – with the sole objective of helping readers to make
smarter decisions. DECISION MAKING MADE SMARTER will
uncover your struggles, make you aware of your hidden internal
traps and equip you with most resourceful mental tools to help you
make better and effective decisions.
Understand Challenges in Decision Making and Overcome
Them Understand the common struggles people face in decision
making and what to
do about it. UnderSom Bathla is an
stand 4 different types
Amazon bestselling
of decisions makers
author. He writes
and assess where do
books focusing on
you see yourself ?
effective ways for
Conquer your psyimproving producchological biases and
tivity, mastering
make better decisions
focus, converting
Understand your
a negative mindset
hidden mental traps
into a thriving
in decision making
one, and practical
and how they lead to
strategies to take
bad decisions (based
massive action
on psychological
toward success. He
research by decision
has already written
experts) How unconeight books, including The Mindset Makeover,
scious associations
Living Beyond Self-Doubt, and Focus Mastery.
change our actions
Som is convinced about the limitlessness of
and behavior – why
the human potential and strongly believes that
tall white male find
everyone has the potential of achieving more than
it easier to become
they think.
professionally more
His findings (based on both his personal
successful.
experience and scientific studies) help him
Why our autopilot
improve his life. If you’re interested in exploring
b e h av i o r l e a d s t o
the best possibilities, defeating self-limiting
inefficient decisions
beliefs, and learning how to become the best
and how you can use
version of yourself, you’ll love Som’s work.
‘tripwire’ to trigger a
better behavior- Why
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Zappos pays 4000$ to help employees decide leaving their jobs.
Make Optimum use of information to make Better Choices How
multi-tracking of different alternatives helps you make better decision.
Why a person is actually less likely to buy, if he or she is presented with too many choices- understand the paradox of choice.
Understand “elimination by aspects” model to avoid bad alternatives
and narrow it down to the best option. Clarify Your Objective, Build
Relentless Focus on What’s important Learn How to make your
decisions autopilot- by harnessing the power of basal ganglia, your
mind’s hidden powerful tool.
Learn how you can use ‘ooching’ to test your decision instead of
just relying on predictions.
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